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Preface 

The scope of this report 

1. This report deals with the general policies governing the organization and 

financing of research and development work. It deals with the personnel policies 

which should be followed, with the management of research and development and 

with the dissemination of the results of research in industry. 

2. In research, by which is meant the production of new ideas and techniques, 

new materials and processes and finding the means of exploiting these, the first 

requirement for high productivity is to ensure that manpower of the highest 

quality is selected to carry it out and direct its use. For this reason three 

chapters in this report concern the selection and use of personnel. 

3. The policies advocated are based on those that have met with considerable 

success in advanced countries, modified so as to meet the circumstances and 

conditions of the developing countries. These conditions normally include shortages 

in technical and managerial skills, and shortage of capital, but no shortage of 

unskilled labour. 

/... 
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Introduction 

The value of research 

k.      The progression of physical science Is much more connected with your 
prosperity than is usually imagined.    You ove to experimental philosophy 
some of the most important and peculiar of your advantages.    It is not 
by the foreign conquests chiefly that you are become great but by a conquest 
of nature in your own country. 

The above words were spoken by the eminent scientist, Humphrey Davy, approximately 

160 years ago, and their message is generally accepted by statesmen,  politicians 

and industrialists as being even more applicable today than it was then. 

5. Research and development are now regarded as two of the most potent factors 

in economic development, and in the advanced countries this is well illustrated 

by the fact that the amount of money spent on these activities and the number of 

men engaged on them have doubled about every twelve years.   This exponential 

increase over the 300 years since the introduction of scientific papers has 

reached such an extent,  in some of the most highly developed countries, that It 

appears that it will now need to level off.    However, the developing countries 

are, in the main, at the starting point of the curve and growth of research, and 

development in these countries can be expected to follow the same pattern, though 

probably with a steeper rise than was the case elsewhere. 

The over-all cost of research and development (R and D) 

6. The advanced countries spend very large sums of money on R and D.    In some 

of them more than 50 per cent of this money comes from the Government, even though 

much of the work may be carried out by industry.    Very large sums are spent on 

defence work and also, in seme countries, on space projects.   These types of 

expenditures are unlikely to affect significantly most of the developing countries. 

7. 01 ven below are some figures that Illustrate the situation In those advanced 

countries; they are for 1962, the last year for which comparable figures 

are available.   All money has been converted to United States dollars for 
comparison. 

/... 
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Over-all 
expenditure 
in millions 

of $ 

Expenditure Percentage of 
per          gross national 

capita       product at 
$              market price 

93.7              3,1 

Percentag« 
spent on 
business 
enterprise 

35 

R and D personnel 
per 1,000 of 
working 
population 

USA 17,531 10,1* 
Belgium 133 llf.8 1.0 63 3,5 
France 1,108 23,6 1.5 30 3.8 
Germany 1,105 20,1 1.3 60 3.9 
Netherlands 239 20.3 1.8 65 M 
United Kingdom   1,775 33.5 2.2 36 6.1 
USSR 3.0 8.8 

8.  It is not, of course, feasible for a developing country in the early stages 

of its existence to spend thii» amount of money on these activities, even if it 

wanted to, because of the lack of trained scientists, technologists and engineers, 

but as the educational systems of these countries develop, so will dependence on 

and, therefore, expenditure on R and D increase. 

The purpose of industrial research 

9«  Â few years ago the Confederation of British Industries made a survey of 

research being carried out by industry and the purposes of this research. The 

results were: 

Basic objective research 

Development of existing 
processes 

New produrits 

General services 

Per cent 

10 

35 

35 
80 

the report went on to say that five out of sis projects undertaken found commercial 

application or were likely to do so. 

Government support of R and D 

10. A feature of R and D, even in advanced countries, is the part played by the 

Government and, in a number of these countries, the Government is the biggest single 

•••rtlIHÉIkÉHMMk 
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source of R and D funds and the largest ringle employer of scientific and 

technical labour. Government policy, therefore, has a very decisive effect, not 

only for the reasons just given, but because the fiscal system can be organized 

so as to encourage and even canalize expenditure on R and D in those directions 

which will have the greatest beneficial effect on the economy. 

11. Technology has been defined as the science of the useful arts and the 

technologist is, therefore, one who applies scientific principles to the invention, 

realization and production of products and services required by the community 

jointly and individually. 

12. The nature and complexity of the problems vary very considerable from area to 

area. Weather and atmospheric conditions, water and fuel supplies, rich deposits 

of mineral resources or dependence on agriculture may all vary from one country to 

another, depending on geographic location and set of particular conditions. In 

some countries tradition, religion, social structure or other factors are more 

conducive to technological change than in others. 

13. For these reasons no generally applicable pattern can be set forth which can 

be used everywhere to bring about the benefits of R and D, but general principles 

can be derived from experience elsewhere, and systems which have worked 

successfully oan be described, so that the experience of others can be used, 

appropriately modified where necessary, to initiate in new countries those practices 

that have contributed so successfully to the industrial growth of the advanced 

countries. 

General requirements 

Ik.    The translation of scientific or technical ideas into productive and 

profitable industrial operations depends, of course, not only on good R and D but on 

the availability of raw materials, transport facilities and other segments of the 

national infra-structure, and the availability of a wide range of people with the 

necessary technical and administrative skills. Above all, what is required are 

people who can realize the potential of some natural resource and who can bring 

R and D and, later, productive skills to its economic exploitation. The problems 

of R and D are basically twofold: the selection of the right problems and the 

selection of the right people to solve those problems. The old saying, "HecaMity 

is the mother of invention", is very true. The recognition and evaluation of 

necessities can, therefore, be a primary step in the direction of good and 

rewarding research. 
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I.    INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH 

15. The traditional picture of scientific research is that of the gifted and 

dedicated philosopher assisted by a number of devoted followers delving into the 

secrets of nature or into the supposed secrets of nature, as was the case in the 

search for the "philosophers' stone". 

16. The present-day picture is necessarily different,  if only because of the 

tremendous volume and high cost of research.    The application of its resulti« in 

the advanced countries has, however, had a dramatic effect on the standard of 

living and the health of their peoples. 

17. Research and development require the employment of highly trained persons 

working in specially designed buildings and using equipment that is often complex 

and expensive.    The day of the lone researcher has ended, and we have entered, 

especially during the last half century, the era of the research organization or 

research institute.    In research institutes many skills must be blended together 

to achieve the desired goals, and the institutionalization of R and D is a matter 

to which much study is being devoted at the present time     Many elderly scientists 

hanker for the patriarchal system, but even they recognize that institutionalization 

is inevitable. 

Categories of research 

Id.    Research may be divided broadly into categories,   first is the fundamental 

work whose object is purely that of extending the boundaries of knowledge without 

reference to any practical application. Second, there is basic work, tarnet lass 

"basic applied", "oriented bacie" or "objective basic": research aiata at providing 
the foundations en which applied research can be built.    Third, applied research, 

using the results of fundamental and basic work, is aimed directly at the solution 

of practical problems.    It may include, for example, the utilization of the najburtl 

resources of a country or the production of substitutes for imported materials. 

19.   Development is the application of the results of applied research to the 

direct needs of industry, either by the introduction of new processes leading to 

the production of new products, or by the improvement of existing processes or 

/.•. 
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products; or by other form« of application.    Since the reeults of this work are 

directly applicable to industry, this type of work is often carried out by 
industry. 

20. Research can be either an individual effort or the work of a team,  but 

development work is  almost invariably team work.    Developing countries in a very 

early stage of industrialization will mainly need development work that adapts 

known technology to local materials and conditionr. 

Importance of basic applied research 

21. Over the last forty years much has been don« to put traditional industries 

on a scientific foundation, and this has involved the carrying out of a large 

amount of basic applied work, in order to establish the scientific principles of 

traditional practices.    This has, sometimes, led industrialists to say that ouch 

research is unproductive, but they have failed to realize that it is not possible, 

in general, to evolve a new process or improve an old procesa until scientific 
understanding of existing practices emerges. 

22. The leather industry is a case in point.    In the last four decades great 

improvements have been made in the production of leather, but only as a result 

of the basic work carried out in various countries to determine actually what 

happens when skin or hide is tinned into leather.    In the same way, fifty years 

ago many processes in the iron and steel industry were carried out by rule of 

thumb, and the successful production of steel, for instance,  depended on the personal 

skill of one man, who judged temperatures by eye and who made other decisions by 

equally imprecise methods.    Industry demands steel in large quantities with 

predictable properties, and these properties can be obtained and maintained only 

by strict scientific control of the steel -making process. 

Inter-disciplinary work 

23. To achieve these ends study and research by scientists of many disciplinai 

are necessary, since many advances in industrial practical lie along linos which 

do not fall within any one of the traditional scientific disciplines, but fall 

across them.   The value of a research institute is, therefor«, that it brings 

together engineers, technologists and scientists of various disciplines who can 

pool their knowledge and skills In the solution of such problems. 
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Types of research required 

2k. In developing countries it is seldom that completely new technologies are 

required. The requirements are usually for the adaptation of known technology 

to local products and conditions. 

25. Basic applied research may be needed in addition to deyelopment work hut it 

is most unlikely that any fundamental work will be required.    Even in actual 

production and manufacturing processes, developing countries can frequently obtain 

considerable technical help from advanced countries, either freely or under 

licence, and this aspect will be dealt with in a later chapter. 

26. In general, therefore: 

(a) Work should be done on the development of new processes and the 
improvement of existing processes; 

(b) Work should be done on the development of new products and new 
uses for existing products; 

(c) There should be a survey of local raw materials and their possible 
development; 

(d) Attention should be paid to the improvement of industrial productivity 
so as to reduce, if possible, the price of the products; 

(e) Regard should be paid to the economic and sociological aspects of the 
processes being developed.   Obviously, little of value will accrue 
from the development of processes which cannot icake a financial profit 
and from those processes which, for one reason or another, prove 
unsuccessful, either because the type of labour required is not 
available or because the product, when produced, is not acceptable to 
the local population and finds no ready export market. 

Importance of home market 

27. It is highly desirable in the development of products that there should be 

a home market ae well as a potential export market.   The home market is then able 

to buffer the fluctuations of export market prices.   Too often, the produce of 

developing countries has been used purely for export, and when the price falls 

the economy of the producing country is in danger.   These effeots would not be 

nearly so serious if there were a home market for some of the produce. 

/... 

MMMtMHHMHMBIiaHalHiiilBlMIHHIIHHHHeMMHMHI 
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28. A case in point here is cocoa production in Ghana. Ghana produces a 

significant proportion of the world's cocoa, yet consumption of cocoa in Ghana 

is very small- Cocoa originated in South America where it was one of the 

important foods of the Aztecs, and it would obviously, therefore, be an advantage 

in the feeding of the people of Ghana if cocoa, surplus to export requirements, 

could be processed locally so as to provide an acceptable and economic food-stuff. 

The fact that in the developed countries it is used mainly for the production 

of chocolate and confectionery does not mean that it must be used in that way 

in the producing country. 

Standardization 

29. The organization should have regard for standardization. It should study 

standards in force in other countries and should be able to advise local 

manufacturers on how their products rate in regard to the requirements of the 

export market. It should also develop standards for use in the home country. 

Equipment services 

50. It should be able to advise on processes and on the instruments and 

equipment necessary to carry out and control those processes. It should know 

where such equipment and instruments can be obtained and should be in a position 

quickly to determine the current cost. 

Feasibility studies 

31. It should provide a technical-economic consulting service on seal« of 

operation. This is very impor* -it. In many developing countries there are 

factories operating uneconomicaily and some that are not operating at all, simply 

because the scale of operation was wrong. Instances are known where good advice 

was given to the countries concerned, but they decided to build for larger 

production, and for various reasons were never able to attain the larger scale. 

Infra-structure 

32. Por a factory to work economically it must be assured of supplies of suitable 

raw materials, electric power, water, and such facilities as are adequate to keep 

it running for most of the year. If this cannot be done, the operation becomes 

aaMMk» 
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uneconomical.    There must therefore be means of determining the adequacy of 

these supplies and services. 
33.    Coupled with these should be studies of siting and location.   These again 

are important« an industry must be sited near its source of raw material, or the 

infra-structure must be such that the raw materials can be brought to the 

factory with reasonable ease and the finished products conveniently transported 

from the factory to the points of use or export. 

Market research 

JU.    If possible, the institute should be able to carry out market research. 

This should cover not only potential demands but questions of quality, mode of 

packing, and public presentation. 

Extra-mural work 

35. If funds are available, the institute should make grants-in-aid for the 

establishment of studentships and fellowships and for scientific research 

carried out, perhaps,  in local colleges. 

Sponsored research 

36. It should be prepared to carry out sponsored research for industry, 

government departments, and other interested bodies, and in connexion with this 

work it should also be prepared to carry out   analyses and tests. 

Development work 

37. When possible, it should carry its work through to the pilot plant stage 

or to initiate pilot plant runs for industry on a repayment basis. 

38. It might also act as a focal point for the setting up of industrial research 

associations, and such associations could, in the early years, be centred on the 

campos of the institute. 

Extension services 

39. It should provide extension services for clients, that is, it should provide 

advice on such matters as the progress of processes or quality control, and it 

should visit factories and plants so as to determine «tetter improvements, either 

is processing or organisation, are called for. 
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kO. It should, if possible, be in a position to advise on matters such as factory 

lay-out, selection of machinery, production costing, and the general principles of 
factory management. 

Library service 

kl.    It should maintain an up-to-date technical reference library which can be 

consulted by local industrialists, and government departments; and it should 

provide, for a fee when appropriate, technical literature, summaries and 

bibliographies, when requested by local industry. 

Activities of new lmtjfrftfs 

k2.   It is not, of course, suggested that a new institute can carry out all the 

fonctions mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, but these «re the function« and 

there are others, which should be the ultimate goal. 

*3. However, in new institutes the immediate goals will be to start a technical 

library; to provide a general advisory service; to work on adaptation of materials 

or processes and to study local conditions. It can also, at a very early stage, 

advise on standards of performance and quality and can provide a simple testing 
service for industry. 

. ,mMt^^,  . ,_-.„£¿EaB  
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II.    TYPES AHD FUNCTXOIIS Of IHDÜSTRIAL RiStARCH INSTITUTB8 

kk.   Types of industrial research institutes are mtmy and varied.    Some institutes 

carry out research in any scientific field as long as the work falls «¿thin the 

competence of its staffi    these are sometimes called "divergent" or "multi-purpose". 

Then there are two types of specialist institutes:   those which practise a 

particular scientific discipline, such as physics °* chemistry, and those where the 

work of the whole institute is aimed at a particular product or process and where 

a number of disciplines are used in achieving this end. 
45.   For instance, a rubber research institute might have sections dealing with the 

growth and selection of rubber trees, the tapping *od collection of rubber latex, 

the treatment of the latex and possibly the compounding and moulding of rubber 

into usable products.    Such institutes are sometimes called "unipurpoee" or 

"convergent", because all the activities of the institut« converge to one point, 

although the spread of interests may be very wide.   These are also some times called 

"commodity" institutes. 
k6.   There are also industrial research institutes which cover not only the 

scientific disciplines but also the human sciences, such M economics and sociology 

and which also advise on non-research subjects such as management and marketing. 

These could, perhaps, be designated "comprehensive". 

Choice of type of research institute 

U7.   It is very difficult to say, without a study of ell the circumstances, which 

type of institute is required in any particular instance.    It is perfectly clear 

that every country or group of neighbouring countries needs at least one xulti- 

purpose institute.   It is usually in these institutes that new industries or 

activities are born, because tosse ars frequently inter-disciplinary. 

1*8.   It may well be that when a particule* activity of a emlti-purpos« institute 

becomes of such a sits and complexity tasa it creates imbalance in, tas institute, 

this particular activity should than become a specialist institute. 

U9.   An example of this in tas United Kingdom is the lational Physical 

Laboratory (HH.) which was founded sixty-six years ago.   There are now in the 

United Kingdom a Rational Ingineerin« Laboratory, a load Research Laboratory, a 

Building Research Station sad a Rydniulica Research Laboratory; but the seisatifie 
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vork on all these subjects started in the NPL which then branched off into separate 

institutes as circumstances demanded, thus leaving room and facilities at the 
parent laboratory for new developments. 

50.    This does not mean that these developments would never have taken place in 

the United Kingdom unless the NPL had existed, but it is quite clear that they 

would have been much delayed but for the existence of a large multi-purpose 

laboratory.    For this reason, such institutes are regarded as the seed bed. of „ew 
technologies. 

Specialist research institutes 

51.   With regard to .peclali.t institute., probaba only large and wealthy countrie, 

can KM to ha« institute. devoted entirely to .ingle scientific discipline., 

but in a country or group of countrie. where the «on«* i. largeiy dependent on . 

particular crop or Binerai resource, it my «ell be desirable to establish 

in.titut«. to deal with thi. product alone.   Thus we have the Rubber Sesearen 

brtltrt. in Malaysia, the International Bice He..arch In.titute in the Philippine., 

the Cc«onw.alth Cotton Corporation serving the British Ccnmonvealth nation,, and 

.illar bodies,    aere are also nu«rou. national speciali* institutes such a. 

the Coconut Research Institute and the Rubber Research I^titute of Ceylon- and 

«ulti-furpose but specialist institutes, such as the various organisation, devoted 
t0*"dD °n "«rioult^ machinery.    It will be „en, therefore, that the pro. and 
coo. for specialist institute, can be determined only in the light of the activities 

•od r.,uir«nt. of a particular country or area of the «rid or in the light of 

the „,ulr~nt. for the d^lop-nt of a particular crop or other natural product. 

Cqapr.hen.lve re.earch Institute« 

52.    iMtitute. of c«pr.h.n.i• typ. have grown up in th. Vaitti s^, „,„,„, 

.pr.adi»g to other eountri...   n»y diff.r fro» the nor»l neural .ci.nce „..arch 

ln.titut.. in that th*r provi«. . ccpr.hen.ive „rvic. to industry or aov.mmnt. 

«HI« ba.ic.lly concerned with r.»arch in diver, fi.14., wch a. ch«i.try, 

engineering, physic, and «in.r»logv, tl»y al.o advi.. on .concie, .ociology and 

oth.r h»an .clenc.. and «rt a. oon-ult«t. on -»».-.nt, organization and r.lat.d 
problems. 
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55. These institutes have the ability to reduce their technical findings to 

practical matters of cost, finance and market requirements and they can thus 

assist industry in its usual problems involving technical and economic considerations 

simultaneously. These types of combined services are usually known as 

"techno-economic"• 

5I+. It may, of course, take a long time to build up a sufficient range of staff 

to cover all these aspects of a project but the availability of these types of 

services is of very great importance in new countries. In due course, they can 

advise on marketing, packaging and branding of products, for which, indeed, they 

can often help to foster a market. 

55. Techno-economic analyses by an industrial research institute can provide 

industrial managements and Governments with information on which to base plans 

for expansion; so can surveys of raw materials. The latter can cover all the 

natural resources of the country, or they may be confined to one or two resources 

which appear to offer commercial possibilities. 

56. It is clear that a broadly based institute with the necessary range of 

professional staff can assist industrial development in many ways and each country 

must determine the nature and extent of the. assistance it needs and the extent to 

which it can allocate funds for the purpose. 

57« Industrial Research News-/ has published an interesting table setting forth the 

services offered by a range of seventeen industrial research institutes in fourteen 

countries, both advanced and developing. The table is produced in annex I, and it 

is interesting to note how many of these institutes offer services such as 

feasibility and productivity studies and other services normally associated with 

industrial management, as well as the traditional services on raw material 

utilization and process development. 

Subjects for study 

58. Having considered in outline the main general types of industriel research 

institutes, consideration should be given in somewhat more detail to the functions 

of institutes as applied to problems in developing countries. 

1/  Centra for Industrial Development. Industrial Research News, (United Hâtions 
publication, Sales No.: 66.II.B.6). 
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59. Ih the first place, the research organization should initiate and carry out 

research for the promotion of industry in general - both primary and secondary 

industries.    In this connexion it will pay special attention to the utilization 

and processing of indigenous products, either for use and sale at home or 

especially for export.    It will also be concerned with the production at home 
of products which would otherwise need to be imported. 

60. One point which is sometimes overlooked in developing countries, in the 

preparation of products for export, is that export trade can be built up only 

if the products exported are of the highest possible quality and of consistent 

«luallty.    Importers in the advanced countries will not repeat orders unless 

they are sure that they are going to get products which will be at least M good 
a« any similar products obtainable elsewhere. 

* • » • 
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III. THE CONTROL OP RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 

63. The setting up of an R and D organization is an expensive matter; therefore, 

the first problem to be considered after the need ha« been established, is how the 

institute is to be financed. In a later chapter the various ways of financing 

R and D institutes will be discussed fully, but a basic consideration is whether 

there is any organization, or group of organizations, in the area concerned willing 

and able to invest the necessary capital. In many developing countries the only 

organization that could contemplate the setting up of an R and D all-purpose 

institute, as a long-term development, is the Government. For many types of 

activity this applies also in the advanced countries. 

62. There has been much argument about whether industrial research institutes 

should be publicly or privately controlled. Public control ensures that the work 

of the institute will be relevant to the economy of the country, and it also 

assures greater continuity in the work. But countries are controlled by politicians, 

and political requirements are sometimes subject to rapid changes; such changes 

can be inimical to scientific and technological requirements. Public control, 

therefore, should not be of the direct and detailed kind which interferes with the 

day-to-day work of an institute. 

63. Private control achieves significant independence from rapid changes due to 

the vagaries of politics but does not ensure that the organization will be more 

concerned with the economic well-being of the country than with the earning of 

private profits. However, the choice as between private and public control is 

not normally determined on this consideration but on the much more mundane 

problem of who can supply the necessary finance. 

6U. If an institute is publicly controlled, this does not necessarily mean that 

it must work wholly on problems set or approved by the Government, since the 

institute can carry out repayment work for private industry. An organisation which 

can work for the Government and for industry reaT-y has the best of both worlds, 

provided that Government does not interfere with the technical work carried out and 

trusts the director and staff to use their resources gainfully and not in any way 

that might militate against the over-all policies and requirements of Government. 

A- 
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65. It may well be, of course, that as the industrial economy of the country 

develops, local business and industrial organizations will be prepared to finance 

some or most of the work of the institute, but in countries in the very early stages 

of development, there are few, if any, such entrepreneurs. 

Government sponsorship 

66. The position is arrived at, therefore, that the first steps in R and D in 

many developing countries must be sponsored by the Government, or by a group of 

Governments and, even then, it is often necessary for a significant proportion of 

the capital requirements and early running costs to be provided by a world-wide 

organization, such as a member of the. United Nations family, or by wealthy 

foundations in the advanced countries. However, these external organizations cannot 

usually undertake the complete and continued financial responsibilities; and this 

almost inevitably means that the local Government or Governments must be financial 

partners in the project and that they will, in due course, become the major soirfce 
of its funds. 

67. Government participation in the financial »rangements means, of course, that 

the Government will have a say in what the institute does and how it does it. 

However, as has been said earlier, long experience has shown that politics and 

science do not mix well. It becomes necessary, therefore, to devise means whereby 

the Government can be assured that it is getting value for public money invested, 

without the research institute becoming a pawn in local politics so that its growth 

and possibly even its existence depend entirely on the whim of the Government of 

the time. Pressures should not be brought to bear upon the institute with regard 

to its work or organization in order to achieve particular political ends of an 

ephemeral nature. The means whereby reasonable government control may be exercised 

without government interference wiU be outlined later. 

Ron-government R and D 

66. Many industrial research organizations are not government establishments. The 

commonest type of these is the research and development division of a large 

commercial company,, but this confines its interests to the products and processes 

used by the company. There are some such organizations in developing countries, 

but they normally serve large foreign comapnies or local subsidiaries of such 
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companies. These organizations are usually concerned mainly with cortrol problems, 

most of the real research being done in the main laboratories of the company, 

usually in an advanced country. 

69. Occasionally, laboratories are set up by local chambers of trade to provide 

services on a repayment basis to members of the chamber. These laboratories 

frequently are concerned mainly with testing to specification. Their work is 

mainly analytical in character and the laboratory also serves as a technical 

information centre. 

Sponsored research institutes 

70. In some advanced countries there are sponsored research establishments, 

although this fcype of establishment is more common in the united States of America 

than elsewhere. Some of these have opened branches or subsidiary establishments in 

other countries and sometimes in developing countries. These establishments are 

staffed, in part, by people from the parent laboratory and they have the great 

advantage of being able to call upon the knowledge and experience of the parent 

organization, but because their work is sponsored, the results may he available only 

to the sponsors. 

Industrial research associations 

71. Another type of industrial research establishment is the industrial research 

association, a type of organization pioneered in the United Kingdom almost fifty 

years ago and of which there are now fifty-four in that country. Most of these 

are state-aided financially, but some are not. In this type of organization the 

member firms of a trade or industry subscribe money to set up and maintain 

industrial research laboratories to study the problems of their industry,, to provide 

technical information centres and to provide advisory services to members. 

72. When this movement began the Government gave significant financial support, 

with the intention, that this should gradually diminish until the associations would 

be self-supporting. However, while the proportion of government support varies 

widely from industry to industry, the current intention is that some measure of 

government support will be maintained indefinitely. 

75. It was originally thought that associations of this type would be mainly 

useful to smaller firms which might be unable to maintain their 01m research 
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divisions. In fact, this has not been so. Big companies which spend large sums on 

R and D are often the main supporters of the Research Associations, and this is 

due mainly to two reasons: first that big companies are probably big because 

they support R and D and second, that the research-oriented firms employ trained 

sv.aff who can appreciate and adapt the results of the work of the Research 

Associations, whereas the small firms, often having no such staff, are unable to 

absorb and benefit from the research results. 

Government controlled institutes 

7*<. It has been said earlier that even in advanced countries much of the cost of 

R and D is met from government funds and that in many developing countries the 

Government is the only organization able to undertake the financial responsibility 

of setting up and maintaining industrial research organizations. Even in a 

moderately important project, the R and D element may well occupy several years, 

ana it can be carried out efficiently only against a background of financial 

stability and continuing policies. 

75. Some means, therefore, must be found of canalizing sovernment funds into the 

R and D organization and of seeing that government requirements are given adequate 

attention in the organization, while at the same time the efforts of the staff 

remain planned, and systematic and do not degenerate into mere trouble-chasing for 

political ends. 

& and D. board 

76. The best means of achieving government participation and stability of policy 

is for the Government to set up a body, a »research and development board" on 

which it will be adequately represented but which also includes representatives 

of various aspects of the national life, such as learned societies, chambers of 

trade, development bankers, investment corporations and educationalists.   This 

can be quite an extensive grouping of all elements of the community having an 

interest in R and D and in the betterment of the country's economy. 

77. This board will serve not only the purpose of giving over-all support and 

direction to the organiiation but should serve the purpose of ensuring the support 
of all aspects of the country's life represented on it. 

m 
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Membership of R and D board 

78. The board should have as its chairman a person prominent in the business 

or academic life of the country and its terms of reference should normally call 

for an annual report on the operations of the organization to be addressed to the 

Prime Minister or to an appropriate minister. Even in the early, days of the 

organization's life, this board should meet perhaps twice a year. Later, when 

the organization is established and on an even keel, once a year will probably 

be adequate, although the director of the organization should of course be enabled 

to appeal to any member of the board on any particular subject that may arise 

for help and advice. 

Executive committee 

79. From this board there should be elected a very much smaller executive committee 

which should meet more frequently and be the main source of support for the director 

and staff. It will be the authority in whose name the day-to-day activities 

of the organization are carried out. In the very early days of the organization 

this executive committee may need to meet monthly and later it should, perhaps 

have three or four meetings per annua. 

Membership of executive committee 

80. On the executive committee should be concentrated those members of the board 

with scientific, technical or economic interests, if possible with experience 

in research and development, for whom it is often useful to becoce associated with 

those aspects of the operations of the organization in which they are expert. They 

can do this by occasional visits to the laboratories and by discussion with the 

project groups working there. 

81. The executive committee will, of course, devolve upon the director all the 

necessary managerial functions, but the director «ill report to the executive 

committee on all major activities of the organisation and will look to the 

executive committee to support Mm, especially in the matter of raisin« funds. 

This committee will report to the research and development board annually, and in 

its constitution there should be some provision for rotation of membership. A 

useful provision is that aeubers 9*rv on the executive committee for a period of 
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three years and then be ineligible for re-election for a period of one year. 

With a new organization, this would mean that the original members of the 

executive committee would have to be appointed for 1, 2 or 3 years so as to get 

the   system running smoothly.    This rotation of membership provides against the 

possibility of tibe building up of vested interests. 

82.   Experience has shown that sometimes when an executive committee has remained 

unchanged for a number of years, the members tend to favour csrtain projects and 

react against proposals for change.    The three-year rotation of membership provider 

for continuity of control, and also for the Introduction of new blood, leading to 

a changing outlook, so as to meet the changing requirements of the country. 

/ • • « 
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IV.    ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES 

83.    Within the present century,  scientific research has changed from a craft to 

a large-scale industry, and it has had. to learn such lessons as it can from 

industry and adapt them to its purpose.   Since this is mainly intellectual, they 

may indeed have as much to learn from considering the principles underlying the 

administration of such institutions as universities, schools and hospitals,  as 

from industry. 

The small institute 

81*.    In the new and small industrial research institute the director will guide 

and supervise all the work and the few staff will report directly to him; but ag 

the institute grows in size the director will have many duties and interest« 

connected with, though outside, the institute itself.   An organizational pattern 

will then emerge. 
85.   The "emergence " of an organizational pattern is referred to because it is 

quite wrong to adopt an organizational chart and then try to fit people and 

problems to this chart.   The pattern of organization must be based on the nature of 

the work and the abilities and personalities of the staff.    Also, in the early 

days, labels and titles should not be attached to members of the staff in any 

permanent sort of way.   As the operations of the institute develop, those members 

of the staff possessing the necessary attributes of leader»hip will demonstrate 

their ability, and these are the people who will be the division heads or group 

leaders of the future. 

The larger institute 

86.   When the institute beco«« of such size that the director cannot, hi»«elf, 

control the whole organisation, an organisational pattern will develop, and this 

will probably follow the line«, at first, of a. diyi«ion between the technical 

work and the non-technical adninUtrative work.   Thu«, we have a pattern M shown 

in chart 1,. annex H. 
67.   The object in forming divHion* and group« i« to facilitate the work, but it 

»u«t be impressed upon all «-bars of the «taff that ttwftr loyal««« are to the 
/ ••• 
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institute as a whole and not merely to one section or group.   This means that 

their skills and abilities must be available in solving problems brought to the 

institute and not merely the problems assigned to their own group. 

88.   The setting up of divisions can be either along the lines of scientific 

disciplines or along the lines of the purpose to be served.   Thus, in an 

institute there might be a division of chemistry and a division of engineering; or 

there might be a process development division involving both chemistry and 

engineering.    The types of divisions should be determined on the basis of 

convenience of work, and most successful research institutes have in their make-up 

a measure of each type.   In addition to the formal divisions, there will need to 

be project groups, having attached to them members of various divisions, either 

whole or part time, during the period the project is active. 

Project groups 

89. The creative individual is the key to most of the really important scientific 

discoveries.    Increasingly, however, the small groups or teams of research workers 

have assumed added importance in the production of technical change.    These 

groups haw made possible prompt, frequent and easy exchanges of ideas and 
questions. 

90. Groups are a powerful means of introducing the inter-disciplinary approach 

to research.    It is not necessarily the case that research has become more 

complicated because at each stage it has to be as sophisticated as current 

knowledge and ability will permit.    It is, however, true that the more extensiv« 

foundation on which present-day research is based not only permits but requires 

that several disciplines combine in order to solve problems more quickly.    While 

among the many means of producing technological change team research has become 

so important, the freedom of the individual researcher within the team must not 

be. restricted,  and his creative opportunities must be encouraged in every way. 

91. It has sometimes been argued that there should be no formal divisions in an 

institute and that all staff should be regarded as a pool from which members of 

project groups may be drawn as required.    In practice, this has not proved very 

successful.    It has been found that staff are happier if they feel that they have 

a particular and permanent niche in an organization.    They do not mind being 

seconded from their permanent place, provided that they feel they are going to 

return to it when their part of the special job is completed. 

mmmÊmàÊÊÊamÊmaaÊÊÊU^Il^ 
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92. An argument  against divisions organized purely on the line:; of disciplines  is 

that cross-fertilization is diminished.    On the  other hand,  an argument against 

the  retention of permanent project    groups  is that once  the members  of the group 

have  reacted on each other further reaction becomes slow.   Thiü means that the 

best results are  obtained by a constant but gradual change in the  personnel of 

such groups.    Numerous changes are,   of course,  difficult in a  snail  institute, 

because the number of people available to chance  around is small,  but even here 

the value of change should always be borne  in mind by the management. 

93«    In the small institute with just one organizational division,   and that 

between technical work and non-technical administrative work,  it will probably 

be necessary, as shown in chart 1, for an assistant director to be  appointed to 

co-ordinate the technical work.    He will report to the director,  as will also the 

administrative group leaders. 

$&.    The director will spend much of his time on public relations and in 

negotiations with users of the work,  but the assistant director will also have 

contacts with the users, though at a much more detailed level than does the 

director. 

95»    As the institute grows, the pattern will become something as shown in 

chart 2, annex H.    Both chart 1 and chart 2 are taken from the Manual on the 

Management of Research Institutes in Developing Countries ¿J 

The comprehensive institute 

96.    In chart 2,  which is the organization plan of a comprehensive industrial 

research institute, there are now several assistant directors, each in charge of 

group activities  such as technology,  engineering and economic studies; there is 

also an assistant director for administration,  including the library and personnel 

administration. 

97*    Whilst these charts show possible organizational schemes for a small and a 

large institute,   it should be repeated that the schemes must be baaed on the 

nature of the work and the abilities and personalities of the staff.   An industrial 

research institute is a living organism and the same biological lav applies to it 

as. to any other:    the organism must adapt itself to its environment or perish. 

93. As an institute grows, the scope of its work will increase.    It will start 

purely as a technical institute probably dealing with problems mainly in engineering, 

1/     United Rations publication, Sales »o. :   66.XX.B.3. 
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chemistry and economics, but,  as it expands,  it will cover other scientific 

disciplines such as biology,  physics and geology and technologies such as 

metallurgy and mineral processing. 

99-     It will necessarily be concerned with economics but may also extend into the 

field of sociology.    The larger the Institute the broader will be the coverage that 

can be given to projects and the more necessary it will become to use the "project 

team" or "task force" approach.   When this principle is employed it is not essential 

that all members of the task forces should be members of the staff of the institute. 

Some special aspect of a problem could be dealt with by a consultant or temporary 

research fellow especially recruited to contribute to its solution.    The operation 

of these teams,  crossing the usual formal organizational lines, requires adjustment 

on the part of the professional staff and puts new demands on managerial skills. 

This is because the varied professional skills and experience required to reach 

an optimum solution are brought to bear simultaneously on the problem. 

Project group staffing 

100. The system makes use of the total pool of technical talents in all parts of 

the organisation and, therefore, avoids the tendency in specialised sections to 

build up large staffs in order to handle all facets of the problem Internally. 

It also tends to inculcate a very much stronger sense of responsibility in the men 

of the different disciplines, because Instead of working with others of the same 

discipline, they may well be the only representative in the team; this puts on 

them individually the onus of providing the contribution of their discipline, while 

enlarging their knowledge and experience of the contributions made by other 

disciplines.    This has a valuable effect in the development of staff, although, as 

has been said earlier, working exclusively in project teams is probably not to be 

encouraged.    It is good for every specialist to work with others of bis own 

discipline from time to time, since they can, when necessary,  criticize bis ideas 

and, if necessary, counter any tendency towards inflated opinions of his own 
ability. 

101. Whatever the general scheme of organisation, it is important that all members 

of the staff should have horisontal contacts with staff in other divisions or teams, 

so that they will have a fair knowledge of other problems and projects being 

investigated in the institute and can, if required, contribute to those also. 
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Penerai management 

102. Ifenagement of research is different from management of most other human 

activities.    In research, management involves no rigid controla, no disciplinary 

restrictions.    It should always he regarded as an enabling process, that is,  it 

provides the money, facilities, and all else that enable   the research to proceed, 

smoothing the vay and creating the right climate; and ultimately furthering the 

implementation of results. 
103. The understanding of research management has progressed rapidly in the last 

twenty years but still has far to go.    It can greatly assist the productivity of 

research.    Good management stimulates creativity and retains faith in the ultimate 

return on wise investment,  even though the return may not be immediate. 

104. Individual creativity is an important contributor to research productivity, 

hut'a combination of the creativity of many people is what makes the successful 

research organisation. 
105. Some ten years ago there was something of a divergence of opinion between 

leading research directors in the united States and the United Kingdom.    It was 

then thought by «any in the United States that the most desirable characteristic 

of a scientist was that he should be a good member of a team, whereas the United 

Kingdom maintained faith in the creative individual.    It was felt in the United 

States that in some instances the really creative scientist tended to be an 

individualist and was sometimes an "oddball" who did not fit well into a team. 

Since that time Amtrican directors have found that creativeness is essential for 

mny types of work and that creative people will, on the whole, co-operate 

adequately in a teem.    In the seat period, more directors in the United Kingdom 

have learned the value of the team abroach.    Ihere still seems to be rather more 

emphasis on the individuai in the United Kimdom» but the differences in 

organisation of researah hetreen the tuo «maferiei are not now significant. 

/... 
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V.     THE DIRECTOR 

106. Cervantes has wisely said:    "When the head aches all the body is out of tune." 

The most important appointment in a research organization is that of the director. 

On his knowledge,  experience, foresight and energy the success of the organization 

will largely depend.    This is especially so when the organization is new and small, 

because then he will be laying the foundations of future scope and methods of 

working, of future personnel policy and of the image which the organization will 

have in the minds of government, business interests, the local population and 

scientific organisations elsewhere.    He should, of course, preferably have no 

direct affiliations or private relations of any kind with any type of industrial, 

commercial, financial or political organization. 

107. As with all those employed in the organization, the director must know to 

whom he is responsible - whether to a board of management, government department, 

or minister.    The duration of his appointment, length of notice to quit it (on 

either side),  salary, allowances,  length of leave periods and any special terms of 

appointment must be clearly set out in his contract, as must also his powers in 

regard to appointment and dismissal of other staff, the extent to which he can 

commit the organisation financially or contractually and when and in what manner 

he must report to the board of management, executive committee, minister or other 
superior authority. 

106. These matters can be set out in a Job description, but the controlling 

authority should always be prepared to negotiate on them with a suitable person. 

Mo effort or time should be spared in finding a suitable man; It may, of course, 

not be possible to find one having all the desired qualities, but only then should 
someone else be appointed. 

The scope of the director's activities 

I09. In the early days of a research institute the director will be the director 

of research, the director of the Institute, the administrative officer, the 

money-getter and the money-spender.    He Is the reservoir of much technical 

knowledge and experience and the chief staff selector.    He is the main contact 

with the outside world of science and technology, and often he has to be, In 

large measure, his own architect. 
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110. As the institute grows the director will not he ahle to concern himself with 

all details of the work and, thus, the direction of research will pass to his 

assistant directors.    He himself will find his time very full dealing with tho»e 

who provide the finance, clients and those who can use the results of the 

institute's work.    While his contacts with junior staff will become less (though 

not, of course,  ceasing altogether) he will be in close touch with the assistant 

directors, the personnel manager and the head of the finance section.    Technically, 

his most important function will now be as arbiter when differences of opinion 

arise, as they are bound to from time to time, between his assistant directors. 

He will also be chief assessor of priorities in regard to projects, staff, money 

and facilities. 
111. In the small institute the director should preferably be something of an 

expert in the matters being investigated but in the large institute this is not 

necessarily the case:   what is needed is a person well trained in science and of 

the right experience, temperament and breadth of outlook.    There is, in fact, a 

school of thought that holds that the director of a large organization should not 

be an expert in any of the subjects studied in his institute, for fear that he will 

have an emotional attachment to one branch of the work, which may cloud his 

Judgement and cause him to allocate more money and facilities to that branch than 

are Justified.    There is much to be said for this point of view. 

The director as staff selector 

112. Among the many qualities of the director is that of being a good selector of 

staff.   There have been several organisations which were quite unusually successful 

though directed by men of no great technical eminence:   but these men had the 

inestimable quality of being able to attract good men to their institutes, even 

though they were already of greater technical eminence than the director himself, 

and of being able to choose those whose subsequent performance fulfilled their 

earlier promise and the institute's requirements. 

The director's relations with staff 

113. The director will be not only the person who will advise on or initiate the 

general personnel policy of the organisation; he will assume the duty of 

implementation of the policy for the rest of the staff.    In this he must be 
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sympathetic yet firm:    ready to give decisions when required but not officious, 

ready to delegate responsibility and ready to hold people accountable for the 

delegated responsibilities.    He must pay due regard to criticisms of his staff but 

should a.lways be ready to defend his staff against unjust criticism.    At times he 

must not flinch from making unpleasant decisions and, above all, where his staff 

are concerned,  he must ever be ready to give credit for good work well done. 

Expatriate directors 

114. Almost inevitably at first,  in many new, developing countries, the director 

will need to be an expatriate, because very few developing countries have men of 

sufficient experience to set up an institute, although indigenous people can be 

trained to take over from the expatriate in due course.    This process should not, 

however, be hurried.    In several developing countries, for understandable reasons, 

expatriate directors have been replaced by nationals of the country at too early a 

stage, and highly productive institutes have, as a result, fallen into mediocrity. 

115. The desire to have a country's research organization under the control of a 

national must be very great and is commendable, but good directors cannt be 

produced in a year or even two years and it is, therefore, a wise country that 

decides not to try to replace the expatriate before it is quite certain that an 

equally good replacement has been found for him. 

Scientist or administrator? 

116. The director of a research establishment must be a scientist, and there has 

been much argument as to whether his skills should be primarily in science or 

administration.    In the small establishment, as has been said, he vili be the 

director of research, and here his scientific skill vili be paramount.   In the 

large establishment his administrative abilities will be very much more important, 

and scientific ability will be supplied mainly by members of his staff.   It is, 

however, felt by many that the director should be of such scientific stature that 

his staff will respect and follow him for this reason.   The scientific stature of 

the director, no doubt, has an effect upon the morale of the scientific staff, but 

it is not so certain that in the large institute, administrative ability does not 

have an even greater effect upon the success of the institute and, therefore, 

upon staff morale. 
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The director as administrator 

117. In the larger establishment the director has necessarily to spend much of 

his time dealing vith matters of personnel and finance and he cannot possibly be 

familiar vith the details of all the scientific work that is going on there.    This 

is particularly the case in a multi-purpose or comprehensive establishment because 

the director vili be scientifically eminent only in one discipline and his staff 

vili cover many disciplines. 
118. As the research establishment becomes institutionalized the number of 

people reporting directly to the director must be kept to a minimum.   Many 

experienced laboratory administrators feel that this number should not exceed five, 

but a great deal depends upon the length of time that the director has been in the 

organization and it depends even more especially,  on vhether it has grown up under 

him. 
119. Where an organization has grown up under a director, experience has shown that 

he can control much more of the detail of the work of the establishment than can 

a director who comes into the organization when it is fairly mature.    In fact, in 

some advanced countries, some of the tragedies of research establishments may be 

seen in directors who have done tremendous work in building up establishments which 

have then reached such size that the director can no longer direct in detail; but 

by that, time, he has reached an age when he finds it difficult to alter his ways of 

working.    At that stage the original director can become a hindrance to progress. 

Administrative help for the director 

120. Directors are frequently chosen for their scientific abilities rather than 

their administrative abilities, and it is unfortunately the case that the queliti« 

required for eminence in science are not those required in administration. 

Eminence in science has usually been achieved not only by the exercise of a creative 

and inventive brain but by meticulous attention to detail.    The administrator of 

a sizable organization who concentrates on detail becomes an encumbrance. 

121. He must be able to devolve detail upon others or he will never gat a real 

grip on the broad problems of the establishment.   It is deiirable, therefor«, ttamt 

the eminent scientist should have at his right hand someone who can awlst him with 

administrative problems and who can act as a tort of general manager of th« 
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organization. This arrangement has worked excellently provided that the director 

is willing to be guided by his administrative colleague on matters of administration. 

The administrator can be a non-scientist but it is preferable that he should have 

been trained as a scientist even though he may later have turned his abilities to 

administration. 

122. The larger the institute the further the director is from the details of the 

scientific work being carried out, but this does not mean to say that he does not 

have a powerful influence on this work. Lees and Leermaker have said "The research 

director does not direct research, he protects the scientists from those who wish 

to direct them". By this they meant that it is the director's job to approve 

objectives, allocate priorities, and to see that the scientists are noo subjected 

to undue interference. The scientist himself is the only person who can determine 

the pattern and course of his experiments. 

123. A novel point of view about the main functions of a director was put forward 

by Bronowski who said that the director's principal function was to be a provider 

of foresight. Hé believed that the other major activities of directors were really 

those that assisted him to assess the way requirements were likely to develop, and 

he derived hence the power to direct them rightly. Certainly, the ability to see 

ahead is extremely valuable. Major research projects take some years to mature, 

and the director must endeavour to determine what the requirements will be several 

years ahead rather than what they are at the immediate moment. 

I2U. If the organization of the laboratory is well founded, the personality of the 

director, while very important, will be rather less important in the large 

institute. Broadly, all that he can do is see that conditions are created in vhich 

good research can be done; but in the large institute it is the group leaders who 

set the pace of discovery rather than the director himself. 

Involution by the director 

125. Directors of all establishments will spend considerable time on work outside 

their own walls, attending boards and committees or lecturing; they may travel 

extensively. A director will be the principal ambassador of his organization. 

Other members of the staff will also have considerable dealings with outside bodies, 

and it is most important that they should be able to rely on the director's support 

of their actions. The more he is engaged away from his laboratory, the »ore must 
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he be prepared to leave its internal administration to others. Mo institution can 

function efficiently if all decisions must await the personal approval of someone 

vho is frequently not available. Some decisions must, of course, be «ade by the 

director in person, but he should be prepared in other cases to support any 

reaponable action taken by his deputies in his absence. 

126. Despite the difficulties, several directors of large laboratories still 

continue to engage in research. This is undoubtedly a good thing in the sense 

that to suffer themselves the frustration and delays inhärent to experimental work 

helps to allay in them any undue impatience they may feel about the progress of 

the work of their staff. On the other hand, there is always the tendency for such 

activities by a director to grow and to distort the balança of work within the 

organization. There is a danger that the work in which the director is himself 

expert will seam to him of greater value than the other reaaarches. If this view 

is allowd to affect his decisions on priorities he will fail to hi. futy as 

diractor of tha laboratory, however good his leadership in restaren. 

/.. 
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VI.    STAFF AEMINISTRATION 

127. The productivity of an industrial research organization will depend on its 

ability to recruit able staff and to employ them on projects which are, and which 

the staff themselves feel to be, rewarding, both technically and economically. 

128. Industrial research organizations employ a wide variety of staff and the 

over-all terms and conditions of employment will no doubt be agreed by the 

employing authority whether government,  industry, or private foundation, in the 

light of national and local requirements and standards.    In the personnel field the 

most important function of this authority will be the appointaient of the director - 

the man upon whose judgement, initiative, and ability to select and keep able 

staff and maintain high morale by means of sound personnel policies, the 

productivity and success of the organization will largely depend. 

129» Industrial research organizations employ many types and grades of staff, many 

with their particular ways of working.    Some are skilled and some are not so skilled, 

but aU must contribute to the productivity of the organization.   A well-founded 

personnel policy must be moulded to this end. 

Professional staff (scientists, engineers, technologists, economists) 

130, The most important group of staff is the professionals, the scientists, 

technologists, engineers, economists and others.   They are the people with the 

knowledge and ideas and to them falls the duty of supervising the work of the 

assistants, technicians, and secretaries.    They will also maintain contacts at the 

working level with others of their own discipline, with other research and 

commercial organizations, with government departments and with potential users of 

the. results of their work. 

131. The professional staff will be university trained and should have a bias 

towards applied rather than basic research.   They must have high standards of 

ethical behaviour and an ability to get along with other people, because they will 

have dealings not only with their staff but with those from whom funds are received 

and with those who will use the results of the work.   They should have an interest 

in the economic and sociological consequences of their work and should be prepared 

to tackle any problems within their professional competence. 

/... 
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UB. A mistake sometimes made is for industrial research organizations to spend a 

lot of money and trouble trying to find creative recruits.    Quite apart fron the 

fact that most really creative scientists are happier «hen engaged on basic 

research, »any industrial problems call for an analytical approach rather than 

creativity,   «hen choosing staff it is necessary for a clear idea to be formulated 

about the types of wort to be done and, therefore, about the types of scientists 

needed to fulfil   the requirements.    »Analytical» in this context does not mean 

chemical analysis, but the study of materials, properties, processes, and products 

80 as to enable a reformulation of producta or processes, thus overcoming product 

deficiencies or production difficulties.   Much trouble-chasing in industry is of 

»î! ^professional staff, especially the p^slcal scientists, «ill usually be 

profession-oriented rather than organization-oriented and will tend to be 

Individualists needing reasonable freedom from detailed supervision in carrying out 

their «or*.   Particularly, they should have freedom, »hen the nature of the•* 
Oio«, to consult expert, within and outside their own organizations.   Bormally 

they will Plan the details of the «or* themselves.   "*ey tend to be impatient of 

delay, occasioned by «administrative» requirements, the reasons for which may not 

be entirely clear to the».   B.«y are, however, dedicated workers and should be 

allowed to publish the results of non-confidential work in the sdentine press 

«.i. not only enhance, their own reputations but also that of the organization in 

lh theyTor*.   ^ should - - —HM » —' ~*" ¡J^T 
societies, and it i. s«eti.. the ease that the organization will help with 

payment of the necessary fees. 
Xsuch people are in short supply in -est countries and particularly in the 
D*. öuen P^P advanced countries, 
developing countries which vili often need to recrui* 
Tt laiduring th. .«lier y~rs of the organization., life.   » *~ —   * 

objectlve wiU be that expatriate, will, in due course, be succeeded *•**-*• 

in .0» instance, local "counterpart." are «MP- *» - *— *» ~   °» *»* 
it 1. doubtful whether thi. 1. wi.e in the vary early day. of an organization. 

1. often bettar to wait and «. if a l~-.r emerge, fr» the local staff and £ 

gl», hi. every opportunity to develop hi. abilities to th. take-over point.   To 
aLh an in.xp~l.nced and possibly un.uit.bl. »counterpart» to a director cannot 

but b. fru.tratlng for both of the. and 1. M for th. organization. 
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135. Also, during the formative years, it will be necessary to cover as wide a 

range as possible with a small staff and it is often preferable, therefore, to 

recruit staff with subsidiary knowledge and skills in addition to their main 

disciplines.    Thus engineers or chemical engineers may have studied industrial 

management and/or statistics or economics.    Chemists may have studied geology, 

botany, pharmacology, economics or statistics, as well as the more usual physics and 

mathematics.    All scientific staff will need to have a working knowledge of 

electronics.    The scientists will not only have basic university degrees but, often, 

higher degrees.    Generally, the possessors of higher degrees are more desirable 

as recruits, but this is by no means always the case. 

136. Most directors of research establishments adopt the "open-door" principle in 

personnel matters, that is, any member of the staff who has a serious matter to 

raise with the director can do so.    The director must see that this privilege is 

not abused and his own time wasted by trivial or "try on" matters, and he must 

also see that the concession is not used as a means of by-passing group leaders or" 

section heads with whom the matter should properly have been raised.    He will 

always, however, remember that matters which to him do not seem very serious may 

appear to be of the greatest importance to an inexperienced junior. 

137. It is quite a good plan in larger establishments for some rather older member 

of the staff to be "big brother" to specified junior recruits.    He can "show them 

the ropes", and a recruit can be encouraged to discuss with him his doubts or 

difficulties.   Again, experience has shown that young people making the change from 

university studies to industrial research tend to worry over matters and thereby 

impair their efficiency, when a short discussion with a colleague of greater 

experience could resolve the difficulty or doubt in a very short time.   This applies 

particularly to young people starting work in a new country. 

Research fellows 

138. There is a growing practice in research laboratories to appoint research 

fellows.   These are usually young Ph.D's, who are appointed for a period of two or 

three years to work on a specific research problem.    They are not permanent members 

of the staff and are not, therefor«, expected to take part in the more routine work 

of the establishment, nor are they diverted onto short-term tasks and trouble-chasing. 

ME 
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The personnel manager 

139. The types of staff normally employed in a research organization have been 

described briefly above. In the very small organization the director will be his 

own personnel officer. He will know each member of his staff personally and will 

soon learn their capabilities and limitations and will allocate the work accordingly. 

lUO. The director has, however, many other matters to attend to, and he will 

necessarily spend much of his time dealing with those who provide finance and with 

potential users of the results of his work. As the organization grows he will need 

to devolve more and more and it is very important that he should be able to devolve - 

a process that does not come easily to some technically trained people, who are much 

more inclined to deal wholly with a matter or to divest themselves completely of 

responsibility for it. 

lUl. Another important personnel matter that falls to the director is to see that 

his scientific staff keep in close touch with each other and use to the full their 

Joint expertise in BOlving problems. This does not happen automatically, because 

many scientists have a natural tendency to want to solve all their own problems. 

Experience in a large laboratory with a total staff of about 1,500 demonstrated 

constantly the necessity of devising means of bringing the scientists together so 

that they would keep each other informed about their problem« because it often 

happens that a development in one discipline can lead to a solution of problems in 

an apparently unrelated field in another discipline. 

ltè. As the staff grows the director will need to devolve ouch of the detailed work 

regarding personnel upon someone specially chosen for this work. In some countries 

it is the practice to appoint people trained only in personnel work, whereas in 

other countries it is more usual for an older scientist, who is interested in people, 

to take over this type of work - often on a part-time basis. The latter couree is 

preferable for dealing with problems relating to professional staff, although a 

professional personnel officer is often better in his dealings with Junior 

assistance and technicians. However, it is only in a large organization that one 

officer can be allowed to spend full time on such matters. 

lfc*. In large organizations the personnel officer will need to be assisted by a 

welfare officer to help staff - usually Juniors - in their various problems. When 

staff are drawn from a large area the welfare officer will spend much time 

arranging accommodation for new members, and she (for welfare officers are usually 

women) will have a general supervisory function regarding canteen, wash rooms, 

/ • • • 
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women's rest rooms, and so on. She will also be able to assist in solving minor 

problems of incompatibility of temperament which may arise. 

Personnel records 

Ikk.  In a large organization the personnel officer will be supported by the usual 

office staff, and although his section will constitute part of the administrative 

division, it should have a separate room or rooms and its correspondence and files 

should be handled and stored separately from those relating to the general business 

of the organization. This ensures that personnel matters are dealt with 

confidentially and that private natters concerning members of the staff do not 

become public knowledge. There should also be provision for confidential interviews 

with members of the staff. 

Staff salaries 

145. Salaries and wages paid to all staff must be based on an adequate system of 

payment and awards and should be related to general levels of salaries in other 

professions and trades in the area. Only in this way can a stable staff be 

recruited and retained. Salaries which are too low will either not attract staff 

at all or will attract only those who have failed to find employment elsewhere. 

When possible, salaries should be flexible so as to reflect the value of the 

individual to the organization. The term "when possible" Is used because many 

research organizations are government establishments and, in these, normal civil 

service payment rules apply and often do not allow for flexibility. 

II46. In some organizations annual salary increments are granted at a fixed rate, 

subject to satisfactory service, but in others no automatic advances are made, but 

all additional payments are based on evaluation of the work of the individual. Even 

in some government organizations a measure of flexibility Is achieved by the 

director having power to grant double or even treble Increments in recognition of 

outstanding work. Alternatively, the director may have power, to grant increments 

at less than yearly intervals for specially valuable service. In some organizations, 

salaries are confidential between the employer and employee, but in others, 

especially government-controlled establishments, they are known publicly or at 

least to the rest of the staff. 
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Overtime 

Ikl.  In the matter of overtime work, any payment should be in accordance vlth local 

custom. If overtime is paid to Junior staff it should be a strict rule that all 

such work should receive prior sanction. It is seldom that overtime is paid to 

professional staff but it is useful for the director to have power to make ad_hoc 

payments in the unusual event of a job requiring «any extra hours of work over 

periods of weeks or even months, but, even in these circumstances, the case is 

often met by the granting of extra leave on the "time in lieu" principle. 

Patent payments 

lk&. Although patents granted in regard to discoveries and inventions made by an 

employee during the period of his employment and related to matters which are the 

subject of his duties will normally be the property of the employer, as laid down 

in the terms of employment, some organizations do pay, as an act of grace, a 

proportion of royalties received to the employee who made the discovery. 

Pensions and superannuation 

11*9. Most organizations of any standing have arrangements for staff pensions or 

superannuation. These are usually contributory, that la, the employee pays perhaps 

5 per cent of salary and the employer, perhaps 10 per cent, and the proceeds go to 

the purchase of an annuity, the size of which is usually, in current practice, 

related to the employee's salary on retirement or to hi« average salary over his 

last three or five working years. 

150. If the employee reelgns he is normally entitled to receive at least his «re 

contribution with interest, and. sometimes - but not often - he also receives the 

employer's contribution as well. In some caaes there 1. only one .et of benefits, 

and in other, the contributions are paid to an insurance company and the employee 

has some choice in the form of superannuation. In another scheme a wide choice of 

insurance companies and benefits is given to the employee. Bbwever, the usual 

provision is for the contributions to buy an endowment assurance for men and a 

deferred annuity for women. 
151. Some industrial research ormaniiation. are government owned and operate as 

part of the civil .ervice. In «mm .uch ca.es pen«ion. are non-contributory and the 

A- 
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employee may get nothing if he resigns before reaching retirement age. This is 

understandable and even reasonable for some types of civil servants, for example 

tax inspectora, whose value and experience are gained as a result of their work; 

but for scientists it is inappropriate in view of the great need for scientists to 

be mobile between universities, research establishments (whether government or not) 

and industry. One concession to this need is made by at least one Government. If 

a civil servant wants to change his job he may submit a request, and if, the proposed 

change is judged to be in the national interest, his accrued (non-contributory) 

pension rights are put into "cold-storage": that is, when he reaches retirement age 

he pan then draw the pension appropriate to the period he spent in the civil service. 

152« This matter of transfer is very important in industrial research establishments, 

because it may well be desirable that a scientist who has developed a process should 

transfer with his process to the organization which is going to develop it 

commercially. He may then, when the process is well established, return to the 

research organization and will be all the more valuable for his period of industrial 

experience. 

Leave of absence 

133. The number of days1 holiday per annuo is laid dawn in the contract of service, 

and in most industrial research organizations employees aie allowed to take leave 

within an agreed limit at any time convenient to the organization. In some 

organisations the amount of annual leave increases with years of service up to, in 

the. case of BOM countries, six weeks per annum - thirty working days. 

l$k. It is invariably the case, however, that leave entitlement is subject to the 

exigencies of the organization, and in sons there is no provision for the 

carrying-over of leave from one year to another. In other organizations, 

accumulation of leave is allowed, and this is of great convenience especially to 

expatriates who can thus accumulate sufficient leave to take a holiday in their 

home country or to tour laboratories in other countries. However, there is 

usually a limit to the period during which leave can be taken, and any leave not 

taken by the end of that period is lost. In one country, leave not taken because 

of the requirements of the organization is accumulated throughout a scientist's 

working life and when he retires he is paid for those periods. 

A.. 
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I55. The granting of sabbatical leave vili be dealt with below, in discussing 

older scientists. It is a powerful means of stimulating somewhat jaded workers. 

There is usually a provision in regard to sebbatical leave, that at the end of the 

period an employee shall return to his home base for a minimum period of one, or 

sometimes two years. 

156.« Usually, provision is made for the granting of special leave, with or without 

pay. Special leave with pay is usually granted in the case of the death of an 

employee's wife or husband or other close relative, and special leave without pay 

is granted for domestic or social reasons which justify the employee being absent 

but which do not justify payment of salary. Special leave with pay is sometimes 

granted to employees who are, for private reasons, visiting another country and who 

can, while in that country, visit scientific institutions doing work of value to 

that of the home institute. 

Older scientists 

157» One of the biggest problems in research organizations in most countries is the 

problem of the older man. Tnis is much more of a problem in basic research than 

in applied research. In a symposium on the Direction of Research Establishments 

held at the National Physical Laboratory near London ten years ago,-' representatives 

from research establishments in seventeen countries felt this to be the major 

personnel problem. 

l^d. As scientists get older they increase their knowledge and experience but their 

power of invention usually decreases. The optimum age varies with different 

professions, but for fundamental work in the physical sciences the peak age is 

thought to be about thirty to thirty-five years. In industry the problem is not so 

great because many researchers transfer to such fields as process control or 

technical sales. In universities the emphasis is on new knowledge and the constant 

stream of young, inquiring minds maintains progress. Research establishments, 

which are not an intrinsic part of an industrial firm, are usually more static in 

their numbers and movement of personnel. 

}J   26-28 September, I966. 
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Technical obsolescence 

159« With the present-day exponential growth of science and the rapid development 

of new ideas and new techniques, scientists can quite quickly become somewhat 

out of date. This is known as "technical obsolescence". It is now felt by some 

employers that scientists and engineers should return to university at intervals 

of not longer than ten years to bring themselves up to date. 

Sabbatical leave 

l60. Another means whereby professional staff can bring themselves up to date is 

by taking special courses in new technology at universities, by carrying out 

research in another institute where they can meet and discuss new ideas and 

techniques with a wide range of other scientists or by taking part in a study 

tour which will enable theji to see what is being done and hear what is being talked 

about in other institutes. In order to enable them to undertake such activities, 

sabbatical leave of up to one year should be granted on the recommendation of the 

director, yho will assure himself of the value to the organization of the proposed 

activities. 

Maintenance of productivity 

161 • The reasons why many scientist« become leap productive In their researches at 

they grow older are not easy to elucidate fully. Young people are naturally more 

venturesome mentally and physically. Also, not having a reputation to maintain, 

they are not so afraid of suggesting or trying something which other people will 

ridicule. Then, perhaps above all, they do not generally have many of the domestic 

preoccupations of older men. Sir Lawrence Bragg, a Nobel Prizewinner at 

twenty-six years of age, and son of a Hobel Prizewinner, has said "The greatest 

enemy of research is preoccupation." 

162. Whatever the reasons, this situation has to be faced by directors of research 

establishments, who must ever be watchful that members of their staff do not get 

Into a rut and that they take every opportunity of keeping themselves up to date 

technically by reading, attending scientific meetings when possible and by taking 

part in symposia and seminars. "In house" seminars must be arranged where staff 

members can expound to their colleagues important new developments In their 

disciplines or submit accounts of their work for comment and criticism« 
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l6% When possible, scientific specialists visiting the are» should be persuadid 

to address the staff. The director and senior ambers of the staff should also be 

very careful not to dampen the enthuslasa or in any way ridicule ideas of their 

young colleagues. The practice of "brain storming" no doubt grew out of this vory 

need« 

#••• 
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VII.    RECRUITMENT, APPOINTMENT AND EVALUATION OF 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 

164. Candidates for appointait are normally obtained by invitation, advertisement 

or recommendetion, and where the number of candidates is sufficient, choice is made 

after a study of the candidate's university and eaployment record, followed by an 

interview when geographical considérât ions allow. 

Invitation 

165. Staff obtained by invitation are uaually senior people such as directors or 

deputy directors.    It is not uncoanon for the appointing authority to survey the 

field, and if this indicates some particularly suitable individual, a confidential 

approach is aade to determine whether he would be interested in the post.    This type 

of approach may then involve negotiations with his present employers concerning his 

release,    there are now consultant finsi which specialize in this type of activity. 

166. Recommendation is employed both for senior and Junior posts,    me director will 

write to other directors and especially to professors known to him, explaining his 

requirements and asking them if they have any member of steff wanting or needing a 

change or any likely students about to finish courses who will then be wanting posts. 

Oils method is psrtlculsrly applicable when the organization is contemplating 

expending Into a new field of endeavour, because the directors or professors 

approached will be thoee who have had experience of the new field. 

Advertisement 

167. Ihe commonest method of obtaining steff is by public advertisement.    The 

Journals and newspapers to be used muet be chosen carefully es being those likely to 

be seen by potential applicants, and present competition is sud, that In some 

countries the better class of newspapers carry several page, of display 

advertisement, for technical staff, many of to« inserted by imraonmel and nmnagemmnt 

conaultant firms on behalf of clients.   Gone are the days of two-Una advertí aerante 

in mil print, which appeared mainly to be of value in testing the power of the 

reader', eyesight but which gave little, if any, information about the Job. 

160. Application, are uaually made on . form to be obtained from the organisation. 

Application, should be dealt with a. expadltioualy .. poa.lble Ma tll 1BpUelat, 
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should be Informed when the appointments «re filled.    It is bed public relatione to 

leave applicante in doubt for long perioda. 

Interview 

169. The interview oust not be regarded as a teat of the candidate's technical 

knowledge, since this should have been established beforehand fro« the particulars 

given In the written application, but rather as a aeans of assessing such qualities 

as his personality, general intelligence, alertness, and adaptability.    Many 

organizations have obtained better results from alert, intelligent, co-operative 

scientists who had no previous knowledge of the subject on which they were required 

to work than from «en already expert in the field but lacking those characteristics. 

170. In SOB» count rie e it is now the practice for a psychologist to be a member of 

an interviewing body but expérience has shown that there is good corrélation 

between the assessments of experienced scientific interviewera and subsequent 

performance.   The presentee of s psychologist can, at tinea, be useful but la •ray 

countries is not considered et all necessary. 

171. Interviews «ay be organi ted in varioua ways.    The usual arrangement ia for the 

candidate to meet a panel or board which should consist of at least three and 

preferably not more than five people including the chairman.    Ihe director and, la 

the larger institutions, the head of the division or team la which the vacency 

occurs, should be members of the panel.    Ime other members might be the chairman or 

a member of the executive committee, the senior edmlnistrstiv« officer to demi with 

the questions of salary, and an assart in the candidate's discipline, for example 

a pro feasor from a local university. 

172* Ihe members of Ito« panel should be fully briefed beforehand on the requirements 

of tiie post, ami the candidates should aise te supplied beforehand, in writing, with 

all noimml information so that time is mot vested at the interviews by repeating 

numerous details to esca candide te. 

175* »toeJbers of the panel should endeavour to elicit all relevant information stallt 

the candidate sad TtiimM frame their ejeamttiriia so that taa osmdldsta ifm SSMPSSS 

knowledge, views or opinions in his replies,   questions «mie« require Just Yea or 

m^^F    4s^^sv    ^*mm   ^mmmmv^v^ma»     emmmms^ejmammm) a     npesj   smnvmmmv<«*^m^mm m     mm«p    am mTmrms^Bsmvmm ej sjmmmmmmmp    mmmmmmmm^s/m»mw    m^mmnrnnmmmvv    sans?mw    mmem^mr     mmsmrnv 

a» am n^m* a* v m»mv^v    mi m*   m>    mmmvnmmmnv    v at    mpmrnflsmm^smmmmmpsmmmj    mmmmsy sa sj    vjsmv msj    w ml^smmr my s mmmmm?    «iimsmmmnSpmBRn, msms   mmnmmnmkssmjs    nmam*    smmmmv mp-smsy 

•11 the talking. 
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ljk. It is not uncommon to find after a series of interviews that there may be some 

confusion in the minds of the interviewers between various candidates, and to avoid 

this it is a good plan for each member of the panel to be provided with a form to be 

completed about each candidate during the interview or immediately after the 

candidate has left the room and before the next candidate is admitted.    Ihis applies 

whether one candidate is to be chosen from a batch or whether all those worthy of 

appointment are to be offered posts.   A possible form is given below and is basdd on 
one suggested by Anstey and Mercer: 

Name. 

Present job and pay. 

Date of interview 

X 

1* Oood 
bearing and 
address 

2. Expresses 
himself 
clearly and 
concisely 

3. (fciick on 
the uptake 

h, Sound 
technical 

5. (food 
ranga and 
depth of 
interest 

6. |M 
initiative 
and grasps 
his oppor» 
tunlttst 

?• aaa teten 
peine te flat 
out atout tee 
Job 

Owr-all 

'• laltiala 

Age. Sex. 

Please tick the appropriate boxes 

Unimpressive in 
bearing and 
address 

Us difficulty 
in expressing 
his thoughts 

Slew to grasp 
the point 

(¡eve wrong 
^sppSMB^eF ^s* e* *s*     ^r%(r    Sj^vjHP4pnjs> 

questions 

»arrow interests 
ani little 
evitara 

Disposition to 
drift along 

•Mingi te find 
ont amont tee 
Joe 
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Bven without the use of such forms the unanimity of experienced panel members is 

usually striking. 

175' A variant on merely putting ticks on the above form is to award marks:    four 

marks for X down to zero for Y, in each of the seven criteria.    The highest possible 

mark is therefore twenty-eight for a candidate outstanding in all respects, and the 

lowest is zero for someone utterly unsuitable.    (Ally -those candidates with fourteen 

narks or more should be considered. 

176. The other fairly common method of interview is the series interview.    In this 

method the candidate visits in turn three to five assessors whose opinions are 

collected and collated afterwards.    This takes up more of the candidate's time, but 

is said to eliminate the effects of the interaction of the panel members on each 
other. 

177. The basic function of the interview is: 

(a) To determine that the candidate has all necessary information about the 

¿ob; 

(b) To check the basic facts about him; 

(c) To observe the candidate's outward tppearance and manner; 

(d) To test the candidate's ability; 

(e) To test his personality; 

(f) To persuade the candidat«, if necessary; 

(g) To giva ti» candidat« a chano« to clear up aar doubts and unctrtainti«« 

in his own mind. 

Tssrhins *n# students 

ITS. It la very «Mful for the profaealonal staff of industrial research institut«* 

to give soma tin» to teaching at local uni varsities or technical colleges.   la 

first lattane* this brings an air of practicality to th« teaching, ami in UM 

it brings atahar« of the staff into contact with students sad «nabl«« than te SM 

of these ara likely to ami» desirable recruits for tas rassaroh 

179- Is sosnwhat largar rassaroh 

organisation to raoaiv« vaoatlon 

collage stuéants who say vlah to work 

long vaoatlon.   »eoaivlfcg such 

it Is s vary good plan for the 

ara university sal tsahaiaal 

on subject« »Iliad to thair stadias during 

ha soaswhat tins-n risanai ng hut exntriattoe 
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shows that many of them cñn make a  real contribution to the work of the organization. 

Unless the students live near the institute it will be necessary to pay them an 

allowance to cover their extra out-of-pocket expenses, and if a small salary can be 

paid on top of this BO much the better. 

180. This has been found an excellent meant? of recruitment of junior members of 

staff,  since the group leaders get 0 chance to see and work with a student over a 

period of four to eight weeks, possibly for two or three years in succession, and 

can choose from these vacation students those with the right outlook and abilities 

to enable them to work productively in the institute. 

Contract of service 

181. Good personnel relations depend to a significant extent on the employer and 

employee knowing just where they stand in relation to each other.    The principal 

matterà in this connexion are best dealt with in a contract of service which should 

ccver the  following points: 

(a) The parties to the contract should be stated clearly.    Por instance, it 
should be clear whether the employee is a servant of the Institute, the 
government or any other body, and whether he is engaged to work only at the 
institute or wherever else his duties may require; 

(b) There should be a broad description of duties, and this should make it 
clear that the employee is expected to assist the work of the institute in 
every way possible and not only in his particular disciplinai 

(c) The period of the contract should be stated, that is, whether the 
appointment is for a fixed number of years or for an indefinite tant, caá tilia 
clause should also state the length of notice required either for the institute 
to terminate the employee's contract or for the employee to terminate his 
appointment.    It should also state whether there is a probationary period} 

(d) ffee initial salary payable should be stated and also the frequency of 
payment, that is, whether weekly, fortnightly, monthly and ao on) 

(•)    It should be stated whether the employée is expected to give his whole 
time to the post or whether he may undertake private work with the permission 
of the Institute; 

(f)   The employee should be required to observe any reasonable working 
instructions given to him by his supervisor; 

(i)   Hie employee should undertake to 
in»ti tute or Its clients; 

observe trade or other teoreta of the 
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(h) He should undertake, on leaving the employment of the institute, to return 
to it any property of the institute, including records of his work; 

(i) The terms of engagement should provide that rights in inventions and 
discoveries made by the employee during the period of his employment and 
relating to matters which are the subject of his duties should belong to the 
employer. For this purpose he may be required to sign documents implementing 
this requirement; 

(j) Some statement should be made about payment of salaries during illness; 

(k) The length of holidays should be stated; 

(l) If the employee is required to work away from the institute for any 
significant length of time, some statement should be made as to whether the 
institute will pay the expenses involved, such as, for instance, the expense 
of the employee being accompanied by his wife and family and the possibility 
of needing to move his home; 

(m) Som« statement should be made about sickness, accident and fringe benefits 
sad about superannuation provisions in which the employee can share. 

182. Zn addition, contracts or service sometimes contain a restrictive clause which 

provides that the employee may not enter other employment in the area on any of the 

subjects on which he has worked at the institute without the approval of the 

management of the institute. The attempted enforcement of such a clause can, however, 

lead to legal difficulties In some countries. 

183« It is quite useful to incorporate the conditions of service together with 

general staff rules In a booklet, a copy of which is given to each recruit unen he 

Joins the steff. This booklet should be brought up to date periodically, 

16%. Item (e) above is very Important in seme countries where, because of poor pay, 

it has become the practice for many professional people to have two Jobs. In soma 

instances it has been found that even when adecúate salaries ere paid, the 

employee takes another Job M if from force of habit, this is strongly discouraged. 

185. Another matter of noma importance la some countries is the survival of the old 

belief that a man of learning does not work with his hands. A physical scientist or 

engineer who does not use his hands as well as ale head often eaaaot pull his weight 

In the organisation, fais belief will» no doubt, die out eat its survival in scat 

areas has been a einer 

/... 

mtamtmmm^mm 
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186. Another unfortunate matter met with in a few countries is that staff have been 

appointed as a result of political influence rather than technical ability.    Although 

the director, if backed by his governing body, can do much to mitigate this evil the 

real cure rests in the hands of the politicians or those who exert the influence. 

Probation 

187. In many research organizations it is usual to have a probationary period on 

appointment.    For professional staff this is sometimes -two years and for more junior 

staff one year.    If there is such a period this should be stated in the contract or 

terms of employment.    In the case of a two-year probationary period for professional 

staff, it haB been found convenient and helpful to review the recruit's progress 

after nine months and then after eighteen or twenty months.    If, at the end of nine 

months, the recruit is making insufficient progress he should, if possible, be moved 

to other work under a different division head or group leader in case his 

unsatisfactory progress is due to some incompatibility of temperament.    Ttm final 

review should be after eighteen to "twenty months' service, so that the recruit can 

have reasonable time to find another job if the decision is that he should not be 

kept.    This system is very good when operated properly but in periods of staff 

shortage its operation tends to be lax with unfortunate results for the organization. 

188. In some countries the period of probation is, in effect, laid down by labour 

law, since after the period laid down an indemnity entitlement is incurred.   For 

assistants one year on probation is adequate and for Junior clerks the period could 

be as short as three months. 

Periodic evaluation 

189. gestions about staff recommended for increments or promotion cannot, in larger 

institutes, be settled just from the personal knowledge of one man.   A system has to 

be devised so that all staff can be considered fairly and, just as important, feel 

that they are being considered fairly and that advancement is not due to chance or 

nepotism.   Most sizable organizations have an evaluation or assessment system which 

is brought into full operation usually once a year, although in some organizations 

assistant staff are evaluated every six months, junior professional staff once a 

year and more senior professional ataff every two years. 
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190.  Some  ¡.ystaniP   in»  simple,   and some are more complex, but ail should aim at 

recording  tiw general  two re of  each employee's work,  the manner in which he haa 

tflcklod this work and with   'hat nucleus or otherwise and should indicate his future 

potentini ity.    In short,   the   y ya tern nhoulo discover which men are moat responsive to 

the particular environment  provided ami are, therefore, capable of wider 

responsibilities and  further advancement.    It  ie    necessary to list all  the 

quali tier»  needed in someone »pie to do first-class work and then  to determine which 

of these qualities und to what extent staff rrerabers already possess these and which 

staff members require improvement either by counselling or training.    The advantages 

of a systematic approach to  this matter Heb first in the fact that the assessment 

is comprehensive :    it  is very easy  to overlook some virtue or fault which may not be 

very relevant at the time but which may prove   .. aportant later; second,  it is carried 

out at regular Intervals and  therefore provides a valuable record of all employees' 

progress;  third,  it is as revealing «bout the reporters as about those reported on; 

and above all it assurée the employee that his progress and achievements are 

considered fully and that advancement m based on totel performance, not on some 

chance happening which may have com» to the notice of the director. 

191. The characteristics of staff on which information is required fell under the 

following general headings: 

(a) Scientific or technological ability; 

(b) Judgement and common sense; 

(c) Initiative and drive; 

(d) Speed, accuracy and method; 

(e) Power of expression both orally •ad is writing; 

(f) Leadership and personal relations. 

19e. The order of importance of these qualities will, of course, vmry with the nature 

of the duties of the employee and in certain potts special requirements may trise. 

These should be provided for in the report form used. 

193' An important aspect of any reporting procedure should be that the persea 

reported on should himself provide lnforantlon about new qualifications sai 

experience gained since the last report, end in some oraaniMtiona he is informed 

which people will be reporting on him. 

iiiiil1B-^^^^1-1__-ii_i|_i______ 
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19*+•  In many système only adverse reporte are  conmunicated to the employee, but the 

practice  is growing of discussing the report with the employee in a  friendly and 

constructive fashion in what is celled a "counselling interview".     This is a most 

desirable development because quite often a young man may exhibit minor deficiencies 

which become of greater importance as he grows older and assumes greater 

responsibility for the work of others.    Friendly advice can often correct such 

tendencies before they become set habits, because the people concerned are often 

not aware of them or are perhaps not aware that they might have a detrimental effect 

on their careers. 

195. Many other types of evaluation have been used over the years.    Other systems 

have been based on reports by three people each in day-to-day touch with the 

reportée, but this system can be employed only where very large staffs are concerned 

and when they are engaged on comparable and fairly routine types of work, as with 

drawing assistants in a large engineering drawing office.    In this system, formerly 

used in a very large firm in the chemical industry, the markings can be reduced to 

a numerical value. 

196. Another system asks the supervisor to report on the reportée's reaction to a 

number cf situations and if these situations have not arisen in fact, to predict 

reactions.    This system may be satisfactory in the hands of trained psychologists 

but is not necessarily successful when operated by physical scientists. 

197. In most reporting systems there is provision for appeal by the reportée If he 

does not get the advancement he thinks he deserves, and in his appeal the reportée 

can set out, In a memorandum to the director, his case which he My think was not 

adequately dealt wit* in the report.   It must be remembered, however, that the first 

law of promotion is that there is always someone on the other side of the boundary - 

if »amber 1 of six people Is promoted Ifumber 2 will feel aggrieved and If "umbers 1 

and 2 are promoted »amber 3 will feel aggrieved and so on.    Ihe director must be on 

the alert to see that promotions and pay incréments go to those whose performance 

has earned them and to see that there is no Injustice owing to favouritism or 
personality clashes. 

Promotion 

196. An aspect of promotion which la very oft«» overlooked by cendldatea and is 

aometlmee overlooked by t*ioae making the choice la that the candidate must be Judged 
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on his suitability for the more senior job and must not be Judged Bolely on how he 

does his present job.    Past performance is,  of course, often a  good guide but most 

promotions involve a widening of responsibility,  especially for the work of others 

and it is sometimes the person who Ì6 not really good at his  present work who has 

the temperament and ability to lead others.    This must be borne in mind despite the 

general probability that a good man will be £ccd et anything he sets his hand to. 

199. It is because so many scientists do not take kindly to managerial work, or are 

too interested in their technical work to be bothered with such matters, that many 

research establishments now have two ladders of advancement - the organizational and 

the scientific or "special".    The organizational is the normal, and as the scientist 

rises in the hierarchy he increases his responsibility for the work of others and 

necessarily becomes more and more involved in administrative and managerial 

functions.    He is, therefore, less involved in actual scientific and technical work. 

200. In the case of the man who climbs the "scientific" ladder, he is promoted 

purely for his scientific excellence and, except perhape for one or Wo assistants, 

he has no supervisory functions.    In the United States such people are sometimes 

called "consultants" and in the British Scientific Civil Service they have the samt 

titles and renk as others but with the word "special" added. 

201. Under this system It Is possible to have • scientist attached for 

sdmiaistrstlve purposes to a group led by a Junior person ana this has not yet 

led to any difficulties.    It also answers tae criticism formerly mtde against the 

larger research establishments that they merely turned food acientlats Into second- 

class administrators. 

wß iSpm^mmsp WP i^^aw «e* 

202. Directors should not hesitate to dismiss unsuitable members of staff si though 

this.courte Is seldom necessary in view of the cartful screening of staff members 

before appointment. 

k(fi. However, It sometimes happens that a staff nembtr tufferà t serious moral 

lapse, when dismissal it Justified.    Dismissal for professional incompetence should 

be retorted to only after the employee hat been tried In tve positions under two 

group leeders, since it Is often found that apparent incompetence it due to 

incompatibility of temperament in the fi rat assignment. 

/• • • 
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Vili.    MMINTflTPuVrtVK ANr   WîlOHTlWï   "L  ÏY 

.vuminlBtratlve staff 

;X)U.  Tu»» work ind  condition:* of emr loyrnent of :-ì#-i»T*-t - r*1 -. l .   -LTI.-MJ   -• 1  M-p«,t>'nr 

steff we e^ntially  r-imllnr lo  th,;-   In lu« Inf-     r    •. .v-rn^r*.   „.„.,;• ,^nt..-.   ¡n  f;o 

ireo. 

¿0% In the very small  ctvaniintJon.   i-^* *^r  w*th '"•«v.ui.Mr.t' í^I-TW-T^  -w.d on- 

typist can probably rope, but  •<-  the o-.H-.tl.-r;  ^n w-   t ht   -.dud ni rt nt i v- ci- 

vili  be  subdivided   so »îS tr   fro   M.»     -r  <     -   M>r  ,n.-t;.-r-w   -«dndnl -t , • t. tor ,   —ourt', 

procurement of equipment -md Bi.;,pJW,   p> v••• -mei  v.^tcn  -ni  ,M-  -.nd  rrnirt..rr.ncH 

of building.    The  librory win    >.-    *<    .<•;'   1-tl-i wit'i  tMrprnur. 

?0f.  In a new and  -n»!!  orynniz: i-i.-n  the jib-'ry my v.-ll  be t*M.«,^-i by •      if*ri<  ..,• 

even n typißt,  but an   It »-<•*.   a  librarian will   n-e-i  to bo «Pl.-oint~d who may 

either be M professional  librarian  or a  scientist who  HOB taker, «i  course   in 

librnrinnshlp and wh». onn also,   therefore,  ansvr minor technical  inquiries.    Th- 

decisions as to which books and .tourn-.Js nre t.  he  ,,ur-hpsed for < he library  ir 

one for the profesoional stuff to make.    rn ]-n   - institution- there i.P  often - 

library oomœittee under the chairmannhif   • f •. -nior lumber of the  Pt&tT nni  having 

on it representatives of the various  disciplines employed It; th<^ Institut*. 

207. It muet be understood by all  nc,r,-teohnieal people that their function U to 

help the technical  staff,    ¿ore administrator:; pot, the  i der, that their function is 

to control eventa,  and this  „t>   }UiU.   ¿mtv; in a research organization.     Soient jr-ts 

»re often Impatient of adainistrati ve  t-^uirementn,   arid any mana «er i »1 «ttitude 

adopted by non-scientific staff can    con lead to trouble.    This does not mean 

that «Dit adontiate object to reasonable guidance and oven control but being 

profession-oriented thay expect this  to cow from perule whom they re^rd as their 

profeaaional superiors. 

g08. In tone raaaarch organizations there is a "we and they" attitude;  that is, the 

professional scientific staff reaent any measure of control assumed by 

non-scientists,  and the administrative staff regard the scientists as rather 

feckless people who must be guided appropriated.    This sometimes shows up in the 

matter of ordering equipment and atores.    To the non-scientist a spectrometer is 

a apeetrometer, but to a scientist one spectrometer can be used for certain purposes 
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and another spectrometer may serve a very different range of requirements. 

Specifications of equipment and stores must always, therefore, be by scientists 

although the processes of ordering and payment are purely non-scientific functions. 

If the non-scientists regard their function as being to assist the scientists to 

do their Job, the result can be a harmonious relationship in which each person 

contributes to the productivity of the organization. 

Technicians and assistants; supporting staff 

209. In addition to the professional staff many other supporting staff are employed 

in an industrial research organisation. Some of these will have minor professional 

qualifications and some will be studying in their spare time to attain full 

professional status. Often, the organisation will help such people by giving them 

time off, sometimes one day a week with pay, to attend classes and by lending them 

certain necessary textbooks. 

210, These assistants, as they rxe usually called, carry out experimental and 

observational work within guidelines delineated by the professional staff. Where 

most of the observational work is rather repetitive and routine, girls often make 

better assistants than boys, with the added advantage that after some years they 

will marry and resign; new girls can then be appointed in their place and trained 

for new types of jobs, this frequently being easier than re-training oidor 

assistants. Assistants will frequently have their homes in the vicinity of the 

organisation, and they are frequently recruited direct from high school. Many 

research organisations maintain a close liaison with high schools In their are* so 

as to be in a better position to recruit suitable assistants fro« them. 

211* Manar research organisations la developing countries are wcrking on the 

utilisation of natural plant and animal resources, ani tal« often requires 

facilities for biological testing tat the employment of trained biological 

workshop staff 

ai«. In addition to assistants, isAstrial 

of technl clama . sjsefaanles, oarpantars, 

t, sad üMwii eooorelag te ta» tm of 

a variety 

te gg nil 
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213. Every research organization needs a workshop and the number and types of 

people employed in it will depend on the types of research carried out.    In a 

purely chemical laboratory there will need to be facilities for glass-blowing, 

simple woodworking and metal-working, electric and electronic wiring; but in 

organizations carrying out engineering investigations a wider range of 

constructional and engineering *orK is called for, together with some skill in 

precision work.   As the organization grows, wider ranges of technical skills are 

required and a possible splitting up of the workshop into woodworking, metal-working, 

glass-blowing, and such activities may be called for, together with the setting up 

of an engineering drawing office and design office. 

21**. At first, however, the requirement is for one or two technicians able and 

willing to turn their hands to any Job that comes along.    These people must be 

intelligent and with some technical school training.   An important part of their 

vork will be to assist with the maintenance of buildings and equipment and the 

carrying out of minor modifications to the plumbing and other small repairs.   At a 

somewhat later stage a valuable addition to the workshop is a trained instrument 

maker who can service many of the instruments used in the institute. 

215. Workshop all-rounders are becoming increasingly scarce in many countries, 

because industry, the main source of technicians, is increasingly training and 

employing specialist turners, grinders, welders, and others, so that the all-round 

mechanic who, after taking a short training course in glass-blowing, would then 

meet most requirements of a small laboratory is becoming rare.   In some large 

research organizations, training and apprenticeship courses have been instituted 

to train young men to meet laboratory requirements. 

216. In the small organisation such supervision as is required in the workshop 

will be given by the scientific staff, but in a larger shop employing six or more 

technicians a foreman will be required.    It has been found very productive to 

regard technicians as part of the research team.   The men then feel personally 

involved In the success of the project, and if allowed to take part in the proving 

of equipment they have made often make valuable suggestions for its use and 

improvement. 

 ^_   ._.„,,..J>J„..,!.,   ...     _   . •^_J^,___,-^.._ 
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Support ratio 

217. The ratio of the number of professional staff to those who assist them is 

known as the "support ratio".    This varies with the type of work and the main 

disciplines pursued and also varies from country to country.   In advanced countries 

it varies in general between one and three and is often an indicator of shortage 

of professional staff, because when such staff are hard to obtain it becomes 

imperative that their skills be used to the utmost by providing them with as many 

assistants as they can gainfully employ. 

218. The following current analysis of a large British research laboratory, 

established about sixty-five years ago, may be of interest: 

273 scientific officers; 2k research fellovs; U26 experimental officers, 

50 per cent with professional qualifications; 2UO scientific assistants; 

2$k clerical fataff; i»05 industrial staff, porters and gardeners, etc. 

n 

   -rÉiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiMiiiiii limimi mmM*gÈÊM UHtftaHriillÉrilMMBaBÉHaMlMtfl 
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IX.    SHE SOURCE OF PROBLEMS AND FACTORS AFFECTING 
THEIR ECONOMIC SOLUTION 

219. It is not possible,  of course, to list specific projects that an industrial 

research organization should work on.    These vili depend upon the general economic 

and sociological conditions of the country or area concerned, on the nature of 

the agricultural and mineral products available or potentially available, on the 

existence or otherwise of entrepreneurs, on the number and skills of the 

population, on the numbers and skills of the staff of the research organization 

and on many other factors. 

220. In view of the fact that industrial research is intended solely to be applied 

in industry, this objective must always be kept in mind, and the vork must be 

carried out against the background of industrial conditions and the economics of 

the industries concerned.    Therefore, among the many factors to be taken into 

consideration vili be: 

(a) The importance of the objective in relation to consumer preference 
and sales; 

(b) The Importance of the objective in the reduction of manufacturing costs; 

(c) The timing of future developments within the industry and the manner 
In vhich the desired nev knowledge would fit into them. 

221. The scientists musv  decide whether it is practicable to carry out research 

on the selected objectives and must also decide on the lines of research to be 

followed.    This estimate of practicability, or chance of success, coupled with an 

estimate of the cost of the research effort, vili be set against the forecast 

of financial revara before the decision to proceed it taken and priorities 

allocated. 

Types of research 

222. Research organisations can work in any part of the R and D spectrum - composed 

of fundamental research, basic applied research, applied research and development. 

In developing countries it is highly unlikely that there will be money or time 

available for fundamental vork.   Fundamental vork is normally published fully la 

iia«aiiittMS«^Milsimm11mml^Um*M 
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the scientific Press and in the advanced countries some 10 to 15 per cent of the 

total R and D effort  is on fundamental work, usually in the universities and 

research institutes.     The results of this  fundamental work are, therefore, 

available to the developing countries, which will be more interested in adapting 

these res\ilts to the technological requirements of the local economies. 

?23.  Sometimes application can be direct, but often basic  applied research has to 

be done so as to convert the more fundamental ideas into commercially practicable 

processes and so as to make these processes relevant to the raw materials available 

and the requirements of the country. 

22U.  In a number of industries, especially science-based industries,  such as 

electronics,  chemicals and instruments,  competition takes place not only through 

the price of existing products but also through the speed with which new or 

technically better products can be brought onto the market. 

¿25. Typically,  a science-based firm spends  some 5 to 10 per cent of its turnover 

on R and D,  and,  as has been stated elsewhere, there is a "threshold" vhich must 

be crossed or exceeded before R and D becomes viable.    Therefore, this 

5 to 10 per cent of turnover must be taken together vith the value of the R and D 

"threshold" which determines the minimum necessary production to assure economic 

viability. 
226. This is generally true of industry,  but must not be taken to mean that no 

small firm will ever make a profit.    There are numerous instances of small firms 

employing just two or three scientists doing successful business making 

specialized scientific products. 

227. An important factor in all industrial scientific research is what has become 

known as the "lead J;ime", that is the time required to take a new idea from the 

initial decision through research, development and design to first commercial 

production.    A short "lead time" is highly desirable, because this more quickly 

produces profits on the investment in research and also enables those working 

on the subject to get onto the market ahead of possible competitors. 

228. Much of the success of R and D in the united States seems to be due to the 

short "lead times" achieved there.    They are often 20 to 30 per cent shorter 

than in the United Kingdom.    This ability to translate research results to 

commercial production with little delay has been a most potent factor in 

industrial development in the United States.    All other countries, therefor«, 

investing in R and D must endeavour to keep the "lead time" as short as poMibU. 
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Transference of advanced technology 

229. One of the many difficulties met in transferring Western technology to 

developing countries is that of scale.    In the advanced countries vith their 

need to economize in employment of labour, industry has been operating in 

ever-larger units,    analler units mean increased cost, and this can be a serious 

drawback to their operation, yet in developing countries there is no market 

for the products of large units, while the higher-priced nroduct of a small unit 

stands but little chance of success in thé export market. 

230. It has been said earlier that the fundamental problem of industrial research 

is the making of two choices:    choosing the right problem and the right people. 

Choosing the right problem may fall to the institute itself or the problem may be 

posed by a local industrial organization.    The institute should be prepared to 

work on the latter type of problem for an appropriate fee. 

Criteria for choice 

231. The abilities required in the research organization so that subjects may be 

selected which will actually pay off and the estimate of the amount to be spent 

on, or invested in, such work is not reducible to an exact science.    Until it is, 

"hunch" is bound to play a significant part in making the choice of subject for 

Investigation.    However, factors involved in the successful management of research 
and development are: 

(a) Broad technical knowledge; 

(b) Commercial ssnse; 

(c) Imagination to foresee needs; 

(d) Imagination to foresee applications; 

(e) Ability to size up actual or potential staff, both for technical 
adequacy and for qualities such as tenacity of purpose and intellectual 
honesty; 

(f) Strength of character to undertake calculated risks and abide by the 
consequences, to know when to admit defeat and terminate an unsuccessful 
or unprofitable line of work; 

/••• 
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(g) Ability to convince laymen (who usually control the finance) of the 
desirability of a given proposal and of the probable utility of the results; 

(h) Ability to secure teamwork and co-operation between specialists of 
different disciplines. 

The institute's choice of problems 

252. Every institute should have provision for carrying out research of its own 

choice but often this research will be of the type which no single comercial 

organization would be prepared to finance. For Instance, a country might have 

special problems concerning the corrosion of iron and steel and although a local 

manufacturer may be prepared to sponsor work directly affecting his operations, 

the over-all problem is of such wide effect that the Government would need to 

support it. 

Sponsored work 

235. The question of the payment of fees by sponsors must now be considered. If 

work to be carried out is to be wholly confidential then the sponsor should pay 

the full economic cost of the work. If the work, whilst of concern to the 

sponsor, is also of concern to other sections of the economy, then a somewhat 

reduced fee may be charged. Where, as has happened sometimes, Government had 

been Intending to carry out research on a problem raised by industry, there could 

be a sharing of costs, provided that the results can be published. 

23U. These points must be stated clearly in a contract, which In all cases should 

set forth, inter alia: 

(a) The parties to the contract; 

(b) The nature and description of the problem; 

(c) Whether the work is confidential to the sponsor; 

(d) If not confidential, whether the institute may publish th* results; 

(e) The ownership of any patents arising from the work, 

(f ) The extent and mode of payment for the work. 

235. In some cases It may also be necessary to deal with the ownership of any 

special materials or instruments purchased by the Institute purely for the 

pursuance of the investigation. 

1 • • • 
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t'56.  The  tignine of e  form of application for teats or investigations  by the 

client   constitutes the  contract. 

237-  On receipt of an application for an  investigation to be carried out there 

ahould always  be a full  und  trank discussion between  scientists uf the  research 

organization and representatives-   n  the   sponsors,   no that the scientists will 

know exactly what the sponsors want.     It  is sometimes found during such discussions 

that  what  the  sponsors originally asked  for it  not  what they realiy want to knov. 

The objective must  be clarified and mutually agreed  upon before a contract  is 

entered into. 

238. The method of payment for work done must be adapted to circumstances.    In 

the cases of tests or standard chemical  analyses,   predetermined fixed fees can be 

charged.    Miere investigations are involved,  it nay   be possible to charge a 

definite fee or to charge on the basis of cost incurred plue a fixed fee. 

239. If the agreed objective  is such that  the institute cannot give any firm 

estimate of the co ,t of the work, a sum of money should be agreed upon as a first 

limit.    When the expenditure of this sum is being approached, the institute should 

inform the sponsors,   providing at the  sane time a statement of progress so that 

the sponsors can decide whether the work ic to continue and the new limit within 

which they are prepared to continue their sponsorship. 

2U0.  It is sometimes mutually convenient  for an industrial concern to pay a 

retainer to the research institute.    Such arrangement*: help to Ptabilize the 

finances of the institute.    The client then has a call or. the services of the 

institute up to the value of the retaining fee and also pay, any extra which may 

ariae.    The client often receives somewhat advantageous terms under such an 

arrangement, as do clients who submit large numbers of samples all requiring the 

same type of test or examination.    In this latter case, the fixed test fee is 

abated somewhat, because the test equipment can be left assembled and. the staff 

(usually assistants) who do the tests become really proficient and therefore 

quicker at the work. 

2^1.  In the case of sponsored work it Is sometimes advantageous for meabers of 

the staff   of the sponsor to supplement the staff of the research institute, and 

it is sometimes necessary for members of the staff of the institute to work at 
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the sponsor's premises. In fact, this collaboration between institute and 

industrial staff is greatly to be encouraged because it leads to a quicker 

commercial application of the results of the research. 

2k'¿. Any money earned by the institute should go to the organization to enable it 

to purchase more    equipment or engage more staff.    This may seem self-evident, 

but it is mentioned because in some countries money earned by a basically 

governmental establishment must go to the State in order to reduce the amount of 

financing required by the institution.    This is undesirable,  because the director 

and staff of the institute find that by taking paid work they are merely working 

on clients'  problems rather than on their own, with no compensating advantages. 

Specialist or product research 

21*3. it is rather unlikely that in a developing country sufficient funds will be 

available immediately from industry for the setting up of a specialist industrial 

research institute unless that country happens to possess an industry of world-wide 

significance,  such as the rubber industry in Malaysia;  even so, the work of such 

an institute would normally be confined to the problems of that industry. 

2kk. There are, however, in a number of the advanced countries, institutes 

operated by private foundation, and in some instances these organizations have 

established laboratories in developing countries.    These are operated purely as 

sponsored research establishments, as in the united States, and frequently the 

local government is the main customer.    There is, however, at least one instance 

of an international product research institute supported financially by a private 

foundation. 

Work g»id for by government 

245. The board of management and director of an industrial research institut« oan 

often see problems, the solution of which is important to the economy of the 

country, when these problem« ar« not r»«lii«d by, or of major conc«rn to, 

individual units in industry.   Also, in ord«r to maintain the scientific creativity 

of the institute's staff th«r« must b«, fcs Jtated «arU«r, some provision for 

them to work on problems of their own choosing, provided that such probi*«« «re 

«pproved by the director a« b«ing within the objectives of the institute. 

••memtii 
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246.  Not all technology is directly derived from science, although in most modern 

industries it is.    It  may well be necessary,  therefore, to study the scientific 

aspects of traditional processes so as to devise means of improving them, by way 

of products or of productivity.     Since traditional processes are  frequently 

operated by individuale or families with little,  if any, capital,  work on these 

will probably need to be done at government expense. 

Economic and sociological studies 

2k'J.  In a developing country economic studies must parallel those in the natural 

sciences.    In the economic field it will be necessary to study the economics of 

proposed investigations and of the industries concerned, so as to determine whether 

the investigations wixl,  if successful, improve the economic state of the industry 

either by enabling it to improve its present products or to make new, salable 

products. 

2k&. A full technological-economic investigation can often show that productivity 

of an industry is reduced in certain sections of the process employed.    An economic 

study, therefore, of the cost of an industry, followed by the technological study 

of those sections of the process that are unduly costly, can often improve the 

economic viability of the whole industry. 

2U9. Coupled with the economic examination should, if possible, be a sociological 

examination, because here again it is sometimes found that psychological or 

sociological inhibitions or difficulties tend to make an industry uneconomic, and 

a proper study of these can possibly overcome them. 

250. Many industries, especially the traditional ones, use methods the reasons 

for which are now lost  in the mists of antiquity.    A sociological study, as well 

as a technological study, is extremely valuable in such cases because expérience 

has shown that nothing is more difficult than to change the habits of people, and 

these habits cannot be changed successfully except on the basis of a full 

understanding of the sociological factors. 

251. What is required, therefore, is a combined examination of economic, 

sociological and technological factors.    But a research Institute in its early 

days may not have staff to undertake ell these examinations,    ftsvertbsless, 

physical scientists employed in the institute should be aware of these factors, 

and they can often make valuable suggestions. 
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Follow-up work 

252. In this connexion, when improvements are introduced in an industrial process 

it is often important that the scientists follow these up and see that they are 

used, and if they are not being used, to find out why. Even in advanced countries 

it can happen that a few months after an improvement has been introduced into a 

manufacturing process, investigation reveaU that new equipment is lying idle and 

that the workers have reverted to their old ways. Although this is essentially 

a problem of industrial management, the scientist can often greatly facilitate 

the adoption of new ideas, and serves a most valuable purpose by helping to train 

staff destined to work with new ideas and new equipment. 

253. The introduction of improvements often involves the retraining of staff, and 

it is important above all that modifications should be explained carefully to the 

workers in terms they can understand, so that they can see the value of the 

modifications. 

Feasibility studies 

23k.  One of the most important functions of a multi-purpose industrial research 

institute is that of making feasibility studies. Feasibility study confirms not 

only that there is adequate technological knowledge to operate a project but also 

that other factors essential to economic production are available. 

255. Firßt, there is the question of the adequacy of the infra-structure, including 

the availability of road«, transport, electrical power, water and of sultani« types 

of plant. 
256. Then there is the question of the possible costing of the processes and, above 

all, of the potential market for the product. 
257. Other financial aspects of a project are the investment requirements and 

finance and pay-back ai-raneaneats.   Too often In developt»! emmtoei— amali 
industries have been started and have then mad to be etacomtlw* immm* * I*** 
of sufficient quantities of raw materials, water and other shortages, or lack of 

facilities for getting the raw materials to the faetory or 

away from the factory to the point» of use. 

/• 
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258. A feasibility study, therefore, is essential before a new industry or a new 

factory is established.    Part of the feasibility study will probably need to include 

advice on the types of machinery required,  their cost and where this machinery can 

be obtained.    Here again, it is very important to secure the right machinery and 

to make certain that people and facilities are available for maintaining and 

repairing it.    This is very important because equipment in developing countries 

sometimes lies idle simply because some part of it has broken down and there are 

no local facilities for repairing it and no foreign currency for importing spare 
parts. 

259. There it,    of course, a series of further steps that can be greatly facilitated 

by the institute,  such as drawing up specifications and issuing a book of tender 

for equipment; building and civil engineering works; the supervision of equipment; 

and the manufacture, erection and supervision of plant construction, start-up 
and commissioning. 

Information service 

260. Another function of an institute from the first stages of its existence ia 

to provide general technological information.    For this it will need to establish 

a technical library; but sometimes it will not have the information itself and one 

of its important functions is knowing where to obtain the neceasary information, 

which it will do by means of its contacts with other research institutes, with 

scientists in other countries and with specialized libraries. 

Tasting and standardising service« 

261. The institute should also be able to provide testing and standardisation 

services.    For this purpose it wi 11 need to be equipped with simple physical 

testing machines sad with the fa    littet for carrying out chemical analyses.    It 

should also have in its library sets of standards specifications, particularly those 

of toe countries to which it may be hoping to export local manufactures.    The 

institute should be prepared to carry out tests to ensure conformity of the product 

with these specifications,   nothing is more important for a country that is 

attempting to build up an export trade than to inspire confidence in foreign 

purchasers that the materials or products they will buy will, in fact, be usable 

and will conform to the generally accepted standards. 
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Equipaient advice 

262. Another service which the institute can perhaps provide is that of valuation 

of a plant and its equipment.    It should, therefore, collect in ita library 

catalogues and other information frcm plant manufacturers which will enable it to 

advise on the purchase of plant, and this will also be essential in the study of 

the economic feasibility of the processes. 

Relative economics 

263. Of course, in aany developing countries the economic factors differ from those 

in advanced countries.    In advanced countries there is a constant move towards 

mechanisation and automation so as to lower labour costs, whereas in muy of the 

developing countries capital is scarce, but labour is cheap and plentiful.   Such 

countries tend, therefore, to adopt labour-inteni»ive processes, while the advance* 

countries tend to adopt capital-intensive processes. 
26U. However,  the availability of relatively cheap labour in developing countriea 

can be misleading.    It is sometimes the case that labour is used to such an extent 

that although each individual receives only a small salaiy, the total cost is 

greater than would have been the case in an advanced country where much less labour 

would have been employed.    However cheap the cost of labour, a labour-intensive 

industry cannot always compete economically with a highly automated capital- 

intensive industry. 
265. For instance, a short while ago in a sugar-producing country, in order to 

make work available, the Government banned the importation of harvesting machines. 

The sugar-growers stated that in two or three years they would be out of business, 

because, even on the low wages preval ling in their country, they could not possibly 

compete with the mechanized industries of other countries. 

266. There is another factor:    in some factories, so many people are employed that 

they get in.each other's way, and this lends to over-all inefficiency. 

Sociological factors 

267. To achieve economic viability, sociological factors must be studied.   In samt 

developing countries there are deep-seated traditions concerning the tarpai of work 

various members of the population can undertake without losing face.   Sometimes, 

these factors are based in the earlier colonial Ufe of the country» tad they 

manifest themselves in unusual ways. , 
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268. For instance, in a factory erected for the processing of a root crop the 

output was only 30 per cent of capacity - partly because sufficient supplies of 

fresh water were not available, but mainly because the factory could not get an 

adequate supply of roots.    Apparently the old men of the area were prepared to 

dig the roots, but the young men were not.   They said that this was peasant work, 

and that now they were a free country they were no longer peasants and were 

therefore no longer going to dig roots.    Factors of this sort must be studied and, 

where possible,   education of the population must remove such inhibitions. 

Techno-economic surveys 

269. Techno-economic analyses provide industrial management with information on 

which to base plans for expansion,   optimum use of resources and the improvement 

of economic returns.    The function is primarily that of anaTysing growth 

opportunities for the project, taking into account the socio-economic conditions 

and thus giving management a guide to new or developing factors that may affect 

its long-term programmes.    This sort of information is required not only by 

individual industries but also by national economic planning bodies, ministries 

of development and the like. 

270. The provision of these services does presume, however,  that the necessary 

range of skills is available in the research institute.   A broadly staffed 

institute can approach the problems in their entirety, looking not only at 

technical efficiency but at all the other factors affecting the over-all 

productivity of the enterprise. 

Choice criteria 

271 > The industry to be developed oust be carefully chosen and in the early stages 

of a country's development special attention will no doubt be given to timber, 

textiles and such semi-handicraft industries that appeal to the traditional, 

social and economic characteristic« of the local workers and which do not 

necessarily follow the pattern of imported foreign products.    This is important 

if indigenous and appropriate linas of development are not to be inhibited, 

since the products of local industry muat eater into mutual competition with 

imported articles which may have, in the early days, such additional advantages 
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as brand names, appearance, price.    Industrial design and the various aspects 

of marketing must also be considered so that the home product will not be 

thought to be inferior by the loca. population and may prove suitable for export 

as well. 

272. When a laboratory or research group is newly established, quick results will 

be more desirable than in the case of an organization or group with positive 

results to its credit.    This would indicate that short-range prob leans should be 

attacked first,  so that results show quickly.    In order to publicise results of 

the institute's work, it is a good plan, other factors being equal,  to >/ork on the 

development of products that can be sold at a low price. 

273. Creating a moderate profit on a product that sells in large quantities can 

confer a rich reward for the research effort.   Hi thin classes of goods, metals, 

plastics, textile fibres, and others,  there appears to be a direct correlation 

between the selling price of the products and the volume of their sales.    This 

merely means that every major product is in competition in a free market with 

several other products;   but it means also, for the research director, that work 

on low-priced products can more easily engender industrial growth end in the long 

run large profita.    It is said of a large chemical manufacturer i a the United 

States that for years they operated on the philosophy that they would develop a 

low cost material and that others would then find uses for it. 

f* »• 
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x.   raunen» RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 

ZJU. Consideration vili now be given to the financing of research.   As ami been 

•Alá above, In aost developing countries, only the Government has sufficient 

resource« to undertake the establishment of the organization even if help has been 

received froa» advanced countries,  from estábil shed research organisations elsewhere 

or froa eoa» aeaber of the United Rations really. 

275 • If acae business group or foreign research foundation is prepared to set up 

and finance an industrial research organization, this vili no doubt be very helpful; 

but a tiae vili inevitably cose when the Government of the country considers that 

there ahould he a publicly operated indue tri al research institute.   In order that 

the Institute can begin to become effective in a reasonable tlae, the Qovemaent 

nay well consider the advantage of having a financial stase in the institute right 

froa the beginning.    It now renalns for consideration to be given to the various 

•sens whereby the necessary finance can be provided or raised. 

MetTTTJtJBZalJaBaB»iffBSS£a«¿ •MSSBIW£A 

276. Host countries work on an annual budget, and unfortunately 365 days is too 

short a period for the initiation and completion of aost It and D projects,   fae 

difficulty arises, therefore, that sine« funds are voted for a fiscal year, toe 

research organisation is never quite sure if it is going to continue to get funds in 

the succeeding years, so as to eoaalete the projects.   la aany instances the 

financial arrangements of the Government do not provide for the earmarking of funds 

for subsequent years •   To get over this difficulty, in eoa« countries the research 

organisation budget« for tares or four years ahead under an agreement with the 

Ouvsiameul tarnt, while funds eta be votad only for oae year» the fútate funds will 

ha fbrtaooalng, subject, of oourse, to aay national etisia,   tala it soaetiaes 

has*» at a "rolling-estiaate" because it is alaayi reaching forward beyond the 

•anev parios or tamgnrutg« 

ffr. A rolUng estlaate aaaas that fat budget is irata up aataaUy against a 

forecast for a further two to four yeara, tame lsdleatiag that sapansliia aay be 

undertaken during those years.   Tas amouat of sataasloa will at doubt be related la 

the estlaated econoalc pavai of the ooaatry aad vili also bear relation to 

availability of staff. 
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Carry-over of annually allocated funds 

278. In many countries any surplus of allocation of funds over expenditure is 

automatically absorbed by the national excheiuer. 
279. This is unfortunate because it sometimes leads to directors spending funds, 

perhaps rather rashly, towards the end of the fiscal year when much wiser 

expenditure could be made later.    The surplus of funds might have such causes as 

the non-availability of staff or late deliveries of equipment; if provision can be 

made for the carry-over of funds,  such provision often leads to true economy. 

Budget sub-beads 

200. Public funds allocated to tarn research organisation may well be divided under 

the usual sub-headings such as equipment, staff, consumable materials and so on. 

The sub-divisions under which funds are allocated should be kept as few and as 

flexible as possible, again so as to achieve true economy.   The director, in 

consultation with his executive cossmlttee, should be left to decide whether the 

objectives of ti» organi nation will better oe achieved by spending more on 

equipment, perhaps, rather than staff.   He should also have wide discretion in the 

grades of staff employed; for instance, in some cases two qualified scientists and 

four assistants may not only be cheaper but more productive than three qualified 

scientist« and two assistants.    This may involve the director being authorised to 

reallocate   fttaa» «oder the gallarmi heads or sub-head« of his allocated funds. 

26I. Oeoerally, experience 

tend te be undar-equipped, but, 

lavishly afj^psmmt that there ha 

adäquate staff to use toe 

neither staff »er smjsifMSt im 

bullóla«* whUm, on iatptctioa, 

es? eeuree. tt>sjDji.   Batel 

eejuipmtat are the tools of the 

is often dome la omite simple 

to show that laboratories in developing countries 

the other hand, there are some which have been so 

insufficient finance for too employment of 

IiMtaaoos arm known of elaborate buildings with 

This applies particularly to elaborate library 

to ecmtain very few books.   All of this is, 

cam be functional siso, but hooks sad 

of the reoemrch workers, and good research 
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Income from sponsored work 

262. In many countries, both advanced and developing, government research 

establishments are enabled to carry out sponsored work for payment.    In some 

countries, money so earned is used by the research institute for its various 

purposes.    In other countries, money so earned goes to the central treasury and is 

offset against the research budget. 

263. As has been stated earlier, the latter system, which is quite common, is to 

be deplored because it gives very little incentive to the research institute to 

seek and carry out sponsored work.    This system could mean that the institute might 

be engaged in relatively unimportant work which is paid for, when it might better be 

doing some important work at government expense.    This system has little to 

recommend it, except for the consideration that the staff of the research institute 

might have government security of tenure.    Extra staff employed to cope with 

sponsored work might, after a while, find themselves with no sponsored work to do, 

which would leave the Government with a staff responsibility.    However, methods can 

be devised for overcoming this difficulty. 

28U. Another reason devised by some Governments for adopting this method is their 

concern for the over-all employment of scientists.   They contend that if the 

research institute has a government grant and can also use all the money it earns 

from industry, it might attract to itself an undue proportion of the country's 

scientific talent which might be required in some other field. 

Special taxes 

26$. Some countries have used considerable ingenuity in raising money for research, 

for instance, one European country paid for its research for many years by a tax 

on football pool betting.   Then, at least two South American countries bava put a 

tax of one fourth of 1 per cent on commercial investment to finance their research 

prof reames.   This has the advantage that as commercial activity increases so do the 

fundi« for research, but it has the great disadvantage that when commercial activity 

decreases, which is Just the time when more research is required, money for 

research decreases. 
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266. Many of the commodity research institutes of the world are supported by taxes 

on the product they investigate; for instance, the Coffee Research Station of India. 

The Jute Research Station of India is financed by a voluntary levy on the out-turn 

or production of jute manufactures, and the Tea Research Association is financed by 

a voluntary levy based on the acreage of the contributors1 tea gardens - half of 

the necessary money being raised by the industry and half contributed by the 

Government.    A research cess of 0.875 per cent is levied on every pound of rubber 

exported from Malaysia.    The cess is collected by the Customs Department and is 

paid over to the Malaya Rubber Fund Board which makes the necessary disbursements 

to the research and development units under its control, including the Rubber 

Research Institute of Malaya. 

267. This matter of tax on producers is quite common for commodity research 

institutes, but in some countries certain imported products are processed on a 

large scale, and in a number of instances research on the processing is paid for 

by a levy on the imported product.    In some countries the levy is statutory and in 

others it is a voluntary levy based on the volume or weight of the product imported. 

268. Some developing countries are now considering a special 5 per cent tax on 

industrial profits to finance industrial research. 

Bffect of planned economies 

289. The fact that most research in developing countries is government financed 

does not prevent the founding in those countries of sponsored research institutes, 

which obtain all their finance from clients.   However, most developing countries 

have planned economies, and these are held by proponents of national planning to 

favour research and development, which are regarded as important elements in the 

national economic development.   Many of the larger industries are state owned or 

state controlled and their research budgets will, therefore, he part of the 

national budget and will be treated as nomai government expenditure. 

290. On the other hand, the opponents of planned economies say that industry in a 

planned economy is sheltered from competition, and this removes the incentive to do 

research with, for instance, the objective of reducing prices. 
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Development plans and research 

291. Most countries have development plans and in some of these the need for and 

provision for research is made specifically, but in many development plans, while 

the need for research is often stressed, no provision as such is made for it. 

However, some development plans operated toy development corporations make provision 

for the carrying out of feasibility studies and comment upon the shortage of 

technical staff as being the major problem. In these countries the need for the 

employment of expatriates is stressed and provision is usually made for nationals 

to receive technical and scientific scholarships. 

292. In some developing countries in Africa the development plans, in so far as 

scientific research is concerned, are centred in the universities or in institutes 

operated in close collaboration with the universities. In Kenya the sum of 

approximately $75,000 is to be used each year in the first three-year plan for the 

carrying out of small industries research and the training of managers and 

entrepreneurs. In this case it is hoped that after three years the institute will 

be self-supporting. 

293. In many developing countries the principal industry is agriculture, and 

traditionally, development of agriculture has been regarded as a government 

responsibility. Industrial development in these countries has, in many instances, 

tended to centre on food processing or the processing of agricultural products. 

29U. A survey, therefore, of the financing of industrial research tends to show 

that in the advanced countries about 30 per cent of industrial research is carried 

out and financed by industry. The balance is financed by Government, though it is 

not always carried out in government controlled organisations but may well be 

carried out by industry at government expense. 

295. Of course, in the advanced countries, quite a significant proportion of the 

total fundamental and industrial research is carried out for defence purposes, but 

such research often has an important "fall-out" for industry. Some years ago, a 

survey in a large laboratory, engaged not only in industrial research but in defence 

research, showed that 60 per cent of the defence research would need to have been 

done for purely industrial purposes had it not been required for defence purposes. 

A proportion of the defence research expenditure in advanced countries can, 

therefore, quite reasonably be regarded as normal industrial research. 
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Staff coste 

296. Reeds and costs vary so considerably over the world that it would be impossible 

to give any general estimate of the cost of operating an industrial research 

institute in any particular country. The cost of the same research varies 

considerably from country to country. Thus, at the moment of writing, the exchange 

rate between the pound sterling and the United States dollar is 2.8 - calculated 

as being about 6.5; thus research in America costs two and one third times as much 

as the same research in Great Britain. The cost per qualified scientist or 

engineer in two countries may differ by a factor of ten. It will be seen, therefore, 

that it would be idle to try to forecast, on general grounds, the cost of research 

in any particular country since this can be determined only by experience. 

297. Another factor in which discrepancies occur is in the career prospects of 

scientists. Thus, in the United Kingdom, a scientist, if good, may expect to be 

earning 2.5 times as much money after twenty years as when he started work after 

university, but in the United States this factor is probably about 1.5. 

298. There is, however, an important factor in research and that is that 60 to 

86 per cent of the running costs of research establishments, omitting the original 

capital cost of buildings and amortization, but including the cost of equipment, is 

spent on salaries and wages. Salary and wage rates are, therefore, very important 

factors in determining the cost. This is quite important also in organizing research 

because staff time is the most expensive item in the institute's budget. 

Organization must, therefore, aim at saving time, even at the expense of somewhat 

enhanced costs of other items, provided these items save time, especially of ti* «ore 

expensive professional staff. The British Commonwealth of Mations includes aome 

twenty developing countries, and the pattern of research in the Commonwealth can, 

therefore, be regarded as somewhat symptomatic of the general case. 

299. In these countries, research in primary industries was, originally, conducted 

by ministries or universities and was supported entirely by public funda, toen 

mainly supplied by the United Kingdom. This continuai to be the pattern so far a« 

production for local use is concerned, but where export staples are concerned, 

particularly those cultivated on a plantation basis under expatriate control, many 

of these countries have commodity research organisations which are, in part, 

supported by a levy ca the product, usually on exports, but sometimes 00 production 
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plus a levy on exporta.    The emphasis on export levies is largely because such xeviei 

are much easier to collect than are production levies.   The rest of the cost of the 

research institute cones fron public  funde, and in many instances the support fro« 

these two sources is 50 per cent each. 

300. Often the institutes are concerned with both the production and the processing 

of the crop, and by some standards, therefore, »ay not be regarded as purely 

industrial research institutes, but as agricultural research institutes in part. 

However, agriculture is s productive industry as far as the economy of the country 

is concerned.    Thus there are commodity institutes in various countries for such 

products as rubber,  tea,  coconut, tobacco, sugar, bananas and coffee. 

501. As far as secondary Industry is concerned, the research association system 

baa not flourished greatly in the developing CVwmmwtalth countries, although it 

has bean developed in the advanced «embers of the Cocasonvealth and in India. 

302. Host of the purely local fi ras in the developing countries do no research at 

ali..    They normally employ well-known techniques and do not see« to need any 

involved research.    What is really important for these Industrias Is tas 

availability of efficient Information services. 

303. Again, in toe United Kingdom the present Ministry of Technology,  formerly the 

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, control some twelve labora tori as 

engaged on both basic and industrial research.    This pattern has been followed in 

the «ore advanced countries of the Co—omisa]ta and has been attempted in India, 

hut here it has run into difficulties because the general circumstances of the 

industries do not enable the results of co-operative work to be absorbed readily. 

Also, there has been difficulty in Industry asking its research needs known to tee 

Institutes, and it has been found that work carried out in some of toe research 

institutes is too advanced for assimilation by local industry. 

30*. One of the problems encountered in a number of countries really turns on toe 

availability of finance.    In research, sa is well known, there is a threshold in 

magnitude of effort, and until this threshold is passed research is usually non- 

productive.   It is considered by soma experts that the threshold for an institut« 

is tea professional scientists plus their supporting staff sod that an institute 

smaller than this will be unable to maintain sufficient activity to ensure progress. 
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505. The effect of nuonblt sis« 1« «hown in «»• of th» v«ry «uce«eaful 

institute«, «uch M th« International Rie« R«a««rcli Inetitut« la th« Philippin»« 

which r«c«iv«« iupport fro« th« Ford Foundation; th« Itibbar Roaaarch Institute of 

Malaysia and th« Tobacco Reeaarch liuti tut« lo Rhodeiia.    The«« institut«« aro 

financed on «uch « «cale that they hiv« b*«n «hi« to ama* rae! «od valuable 

contribution« to th«ir industri••• 
306.  In the colonial era, * Bu*fe«r of r«««arch Inetlteitaa wn ut up la vario«« 

part« of to« world (for «xaapl«, aaat Afide») »Meli «amd   9Ênrmml colonie« le «a 

area;  but unfortunately, *• th««« colonia« baca— fro», tha federation« broto up 

and ««eh colony inaiate* on bavin« it« 0*0 «hare of the research organisation». 

Th« ra>ault was that potentially valuable r«««*rch organistica» have o—a»d io 

•xiat in their original fon» and are now «arrin« oaly 00« country to th« «est of 

their former partner«.   Scientific research la not bounded by polit leal 

and It it greatly to be regretta* that politloal «>e» ideanti one 

•ltuation le that why. 

§*** 
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».  mVHITIOl», THEIR PROnSCTIO» AMD   LICHBIl» 

3ÖT.  It will be clear that inventions aay arise from various sources.    The institut« 

•ay itself engage in work leading to invention, or it may be empowered to acquire 

fro» third parties within the territory or in a foreign country the right to make 

use of inventions in the industry of the territory.    Of courset individuals or 

companies in the territory may mke their own arrangements to acquire such rights, 

but since this will, where the patent-owner is outside the territory, normally 

involve the transference of funds by way of royalties, there nay be  fiscal barriers 

to such private transactions. 

306. The procedure to be followed will largely depend on whether the territory has 

a patent la» and an effective system of granting patents.   If it has, then the 

institute should itself protect any invention it may make, both in the territory and 

in sue« foreign countries as may in the particular circumstances seem appropriate. 

The escisión to protect an invention in foreign countries will depend on a number of 

factors, including the value of the invention as a aseas of protecting the export 

materials of the territory is the patented article, or as a means of obtaining funds 

by way of royalty licences granted under the foreign patents obtained.    A deterrent 

to such patenting abroad, at least on a large scale, will usually be the cost of it. 

309. It should be 1 assalisi lit that a patent law is a two-edged weapon in that if 

there is a patent law in force in the territory, individuals and companies vi tain 

tat territory, and in foreign countries, say obtain patents in the territory which 

is the assènes of say overriding considerations such as those mentioned below   «ill 

be as safe cesale «gainet the institute as against a third party. 

Î10. The lav, however, amy provide overriding considerations of which tas following 
ssmVaa    amarne Ada    Émmmjttft^ajaMg^mmjV-    gmamát mmm^mr    Tä•*» aros    wSgjBFvÄ^smvas>gT    •asa** 

(a)   1% say be provided that in relation le inveatioas ooneermimg food 
asuélase tas pateatee gys¿ great a licence to amy party *» **• territory 

invention in w*#   Wiwi     mgspmy     gfcg»v^Psew«**^a»    sMs»    mj^geaj    w^Pae? dVa•^^BrjT    eaaaajs    v^mmaj   mmmmjsey    mjsmmm^p    mmmr    «MP    gsa•jans»     sway   aamy 

so.   »asa a iiieamlsnry licence will normally require payment of a royalty malea 
if •% semmot be agreed by direct mmgotietion, will bs sottloa ay a legal 

i 
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(b)    It aay be provided that if an invention which is the subject of a patent 
in the territory is not being actually worked in the territory by actual 
Manufacture, the patentee must grant a licence to a party seeking the same in 
the territory subject to the royalty premise referred to under (a). 

311. Item (a) obviously protects the territory against undue monopolizing of basic 

requirements for health.    Item (b) in various modifications is included in the 

law of many countries and serves to prevent the demand for a patented product from 

being met solely by importation from abroad to the detriment of the economy of the 

territory. 

Licensing 

312. In the event that a particular invention is required for industrial use in the 

territory and is not available by way of compulsory licence, as under (a) or (b) 

above, it will be necessary for the institute or some other body to negotiate for a 

li canee.    In doing so, attention must be paid not only to the amount of the royalty 

to b« paid and the basis of its computation, but to the method of payment to be 

adoptad, for instance in what currency. 

313. where the institute has a patented invention in the territory, or abroad, this 

•ay be licensed to third parties on any acceptable terms.    It may, in some cases, 

be possible to effect cross-licences with parties owning patents of interest to the 

institute, whereby the actual payment of royalties may be offset or entirely avoided. 

31*.  It is to be observed that inventions made by employees of the institute will 

generally be the property of the institute.    If the employee is paid a salary which 

take« into account the prospect that he may «eke inventions, no special recompense 

to tas investor in respect of any invention will normally be necessary.   However, it 

is usually desirable to afford the director of the institute a limited discretion to 

to inventors, especially if the invention is made by somoone not 

in research. 

31$. li arentimg licences to third parties it is generally preferable that the 

license ••salt so asa sminsi ve, so that a number of different third parties aay be 

lieeased.   If tae prospective liesaose asks far em e*clusive licence and it is 

deeieet ta araat it, tat tetan 9t tae lieeace ayisasat should contain seme 

«f * ala lama royalty, páyenla to the Institute, thersby te ensure that the 

la asaaaUy wesned» 

/• • « 
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316. In some cases the institute may decide to adopt the policy of freely licensing 

the nationals of the territory to operate the invention. This does not, however, 

eliminate the desirability of patenting the invention, since the patent will remain 

effective against extra-territorial companies and thus serve to protect the 

domestic industry. 

Proceeding in absence of patent law 

317. If the territory has no patent law, there is no practical way of protecting 

the results of the institute. But analogously, no third party can obtain a patent 

effective in the territory against the institute. Inventions patented in other 

countries would be freely available for use in the territory; but it should be 

appreciated that the descriptions of inventions contained in patent specifications 

are rarely sufficiently detailed to enable a manufacturing use of the invention. 

There is almost always a body of knowledge, generally referred to as "know-how", which 

must be acquired and this may be as valuable, or even more valuable; than the patent 

right itself. 

318. Even when negotiating patent licences the would-be licences should see to it, 

if possible, that the licensor undertakes to convey not only the patent right but 

also his know-how on the invention. And when there is no patent protection involved, 

the licencee may still need to acquire know-how. 

Research development corporation 

319* There are many problems in the industrial exploitation of inventions that are 

not the sort of problems scientists are normally able to tackle. The exploitation 

of an invention can need commercial expertise and an expert knowledge of 

international patent law. To meet this situation, a number of countries have 

now set up special organisations. The first of these, as far as is known, was 

the national Research Development Corporation, set up in the United Kingdom in 

I9M}, and about the same time a somewhat similar organisation was set up in 

Canada; and another in India. 

320. Although the functions of such a corporation will necessarily need to be 

devised to meet local conditions, it is perhaps of interest to note that those 

of the British corporation are as follows: 
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(a) Securing, where the public interest so requires, the develops«* or 
exploitation of inventions resulting fro» public research, end of any other 
invention as to which it appears to the corporation that it is not being 
developed or exploited or sufficiently developed or exploited; 

(b) Acquiring, holding, disposing of and granting rights (whether gratuitously 
or for consideration) in connexion with inventions resulting fro» public 
research and, where the public interest so requires, in connexion with 
inventions resulting fron other sources; 

(c) Promoting and assisting, where the public interest so requires, research 
for satisfying specific practical requirements brought to the knowledge of 
the corporation where they are of the opinion that the research is likely to 
lead to an invention; 

(d) Assisting, where the public interest so requires, the continuation of 
research where it appears to the corporation that the research ha« resulted la 
any discovery such that the continuation of the research say lead to inventions 
of practical importance. 

321. The 1966 Annual Report (lôth) of Canadian Patents and Development Umited has 

Just been published and quotations from this should be of interest to any country 

concerned with the problem of applying industrial research to the benefit of the 

national economy: 

(a) Canadian Patents and Development Limited acts both as a clearing-house and 
as a sponsor for inventions.   It obtains patent protection on ideas that appear 
valuable and licenses themto industry on a royalty basis.  The bridge across the 
gap between the invention of a scientist and its use by others is often 
blocked at both ends:   the scientist might not wish to digress from his 
research to develop the idea, while industry might be unwilling to consider 
it without more evidence of its value.   When this situation arises the 
Company spends its royalties on contract» for the development of inventions; 

(b) Canadian Patents and Development Limited is a Federal Government Agency 
set up to encourage the use of ideas from the national Research Council and 
from the laboratories of other goT«rnment departments,   under contract, its 
services have been extended to provincial research organisations and to seas 
universities.   It even imports ideas from the United fingdom, Amstralia, India 
and South Africa under exchange agreement».    It does sot, however, handle 
the ideas of private citisene. 

Canadian Patents and Development Limited collects ideas, evaluates them, and 
files patent applications on cases considered velumble.   à tm oases have seem 
licensed on a "taw-hew" basis because they are «npmtentemle, or because the 
potential market was too small either to attract competition or to repay 
patent costs.   Bob generally patents are the key to Us Oommmm/•• ufstnlien: 
«bay provide the protection that anoj er ages industry to spend time sai 

developing a new product or process; 

1. 
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(e)    la li oro« ir*, Canadian Patent« and Development Limited nett as liaison 
between inventori and business***.    This i« not Just a natter of carrying and 
translating M««««««, but of imagining use« for new idea«, and publicising 
the« and bringing thaa to th« attention of prospective uaars.   Sine« industry 
is baing asked to risk iti ova money, it it important not to oversell. 

188. SOB» research worker« are quick to see commercial possibilities in th*ir 

invention« but aany ara not, and it should be the duty of the management of all 

industrial research institutes to be ali va to the possibilities of exploitation, 
whether by patent or not. 

383. In a large institute it is worthwhile for one member of the administrative 

staff to become skilled in patent matters and for him to assuma the duty of 

keeping in touch with developments in the institute, with a view to obtaining patent 

«ovar on any likely discoveries.   If a research development board exists in the 

country he can liaise with thaa, but if there is not such a board he can advise 

the director on patenting requirements and can also advisa members of the research 

staff on aspects of their results which aar *ff*ct the possibility of patenting. 

/*«< 
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XXI.   KXTBRHAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

52U. In «oit developing countries it will not be possible for the industrial 

research organisation or for other sections of the community to supply all the 

technical and managerial expertise necessary to solve all problems, and special 

assistance will be required.    This will, in general, be obtained from advanced 

countries.    A note on the various channels whereby technical assistance flows to 

developing countries may, therefore, be not inappropriate. 

325. Most advanced countries have accepted the principle of aid to developing 

countries.   8ome channel their aid wholly or mainly through the medium of the 

United Mations Organisation which in turn administers aid mainly through its various 

agencies.    Some countries, however, also have extensive systems of bilateral aid. 

The Unit«! States apart, this applies mainly to the former colonial Powers which 

have, for various reaeona, continued to give special help to their former colonies. 

This help can be financial, technical and/or managerial. 

The United latJona and its agencies 

326. Much technical information is passed to or gathered by the United Mations 

agencies and is meda available in various ways to the countries needing it.   Nuch 

it carried by coneultanta undertaking advisory or other visits to the developing 

countries on behalf of the United «étions, and much is carried back by nationals 

of tot developing countries   who make paid educational or training visits to the 

advanced countries, «neh visits being arranged by United Mations agencies. 

38T- âf*âa# rery valuable means of coamwnication ara ine various seminars arranged 

by United Mations agencies en regional ama international bases. 

3fl6. Certainly, «*** **• wUl he «one in tnii ooooestion now that the Centre for 
Industrial Develoftmwt it to axpand into the United Mation. Induatrial Development 

Orgetilsatloa to the near future.   The transfer of 

«ill., m imi*, be a major 

alte malm i» tea flew of 

*- * 
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330. Some advanced nations have set up special government-controlled organizations 

for assisting developing countries both technically and in other ways.    Two 

examples of these are the United States' Agency for International Development (AID) 

and the British Ministry of Overseas Development, but similar organizations also 

operate in France, West Germany, Sweden and Holland. 

331. A number of countries have experimental organizations devoted to the solution 

of scientific and technical problems arising in the tropics and semi-tropics, where 

most of the developing countries are.    This is especially so in Prance, the 

Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 

Twinning 

332. Many scientists, technologists, economists, and other trained personnel are 

recruited in the advanced countries for service in the developing countries, either 

directly or through the United Nations, and there are close ties between many 

universities in the advanced countries and those in the developing countries. 

There are also close ties between specialist research institutes in the various 

countries; and a development which shows much promise is the "pairing" or "twinning" 

between an established industrial research institute in an advanced country and one 

in a developing country.     This   is also sometimes known as interinstitute 
co-operation. 

333- The established institute can assist in the early days with the direction or 

management of the new institute and also with such matters as the choice of problems 

to be worked on, loans of staff and equipment and especially with collaboration 

on projects.   It often happens that in the course of an investigation advanced or 

specialized techniques and equipment are needed, unavailable in the developing 

country, but available to the institute in the advanced country.   Also, the advanced 

institute may have been established many years and possess a backlog of knowledge, 

experience and literature that can be invaluable to the new organisation. 

33i*. Development of industries in the developing countries can be greatly assisted 

by international experts.   These experts often go to the developing countries on 

behalf of United Nations agencies or of their own Governments as part of bilateral 

aid or by direct recruitment.   They usually serve for a limited number of years, 
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varying frcm cne to three, with possibilities of extension of contract, if this is 

necessary. A development of this, particularly in one country, is that recently 

retired experts are recruited to serve in developing countries for a small number 

of years, and this has proved very successful because it has brought to the 

developing countries the accumulated experience of people who have been involved 

in the growth of similar industries in their own countries. 

Secondment of experts 

335. One of the difficulties arising with regard to experts going to the new 

countries is that they have often, in the past, been uncertain of their futures 

when their contract in the new country expires. It has been found necessary in 

many instances, therefore, to base these experts in organizations in their own 

countries, so that they can return to these organizations in due course. 

336. Thus the British Ministry of Overseas Development employs experts who serve 

abroad but who are regarded as members of a British institute on secondment. It is 

this uncertainty about the future that has, in the past, militated against many 

experts going abroad. 

337. The other difficulties are, of course, personal ones, such as the education of 

their children, since many of the developing countries are unable to offer 

educational facilities of the type required. Unless some special financial 

provision is made to cover this matter, it means that experts sent abroad must be 

relatively young or of such an age that their families are past school requirements 

Universities and international firm 

338. Of course, many experts go to developing countries from international firms 

as part of their normal duties in the firms. Many go on secondment from 

universities in the advanced countries. A number of these universities now have 

complementary posts to cover service abroad of a specified number of the members 

of their faculties. 

339. Many students from developing countries attend universities in the advanced 

countries sad there take degrees in various scientific and technical subjects of in 

. ^., . -^---^.^^-^¿to,,- ^ .^A..-.,-^.. ^ ^..   •-^••.J...fc-a^JJaa..m 
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the human science«.    It is perhaps regrettable that the training they receive is 

the same as that given to nationals of the advanced countries, because they often 

find that jobs of the type for which they have been trained do not exist in their 

own countries.    It is stated that about 80 per cent of the students from developing 

countries, trained in the United States, do not, in fact, return to their own 

countries. 

3^0. Often, what is required is a form of training specially geared to the 

requirements of their home countries, and this usually is not available.    lor 

instance, when the United States of America was a developing country, land grant 

collages were established, the so-called "cow colleges", and most of these have now 

evolved into sophisticated universities.   Despite these difficulties, university 

training in advanced countries can be a considerable help; still, what is of 

even greater help is specific training in the problems of the developing country 

concerned, and this type of training is usually provided in specially arranged 

seminars or in specialized institutes.    Here again, difficulties arise, because 

nationals of   developing countries who have successfully undertaken a training 

course in an advanced country and then have returned home   are often quickly 

promoted, with the frequent result that a few months after their return they are 

not doing the work that utilizes the results of their training.    This situation is 

fairly widespread and will, presumably, continue until the supply of trained people 

in the developing countries approximates to the demand. 

Jkl. Another quite popular form of training is the granting of fellowships to 

nationals of developing countries so that they can study special subjects in 

one or more advanced country.   This is, perhaps, one of the most productive types 

of training, because the choice of subject studied during the fellowship will 

normally be made to fit the requirements of the hone country. 

Some difficulties 

3te. In general, the relationship between industrialists in advanced and devalofitif 

countries in the matter of technical development is good, even though the industrial 

advances of the developing country may have an adverse effect upon established trade 

in the advanced country.   A case in point is the oil-seed industry.   Most oil-seed« 

are grown in tropical and sub-tropical countries, and past practise was for the 

seed to be exported to certain advanced countries wMeh then processed them tot the 
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production of vegetable olii and cattle-feed. How, »any of the developing countries 

naturally wish to process their own products, both for hone consumption and for 

export of the processed products. Export will in the main be to countries that 

formerly processed the seeds themselves, and in those countries certain firms 

will have a large capital investment in the processing plant. This readjustment 

of a world trade is bound to create difficulties on the export side, even though 

it leads to expanded trade in consumer products in the developing countries. 

3^3. In some instances, this type of difficulty has bean net by firma in advanced 

countries establishing processing plants in the producing countries; this means the 

transfer of expertise and "know-how" to the new country. The real requirement 

in to determine what needs of the advanced countries are not at present being 

filled and then to establish industries in the developing countries to supply those 

needs. Even then, in order to make the industrialisation process economic, care 

must be taken to develop industries, utilising those products that can best be 

produced in that particular country« 

3kk.  For instance, in recent years numerous developing countries have tried to 

establish industries for the processing of citrus products. The world market for 

citrus products is large, but finite, and sons of the developing countries do not 

grow the right type of fruits to meet the demands of the western countries. In such 

countries, therefore, the development of a citrus product industry is doomed to 

failure unless the product is for home consumption only. These types of 

difficulties can be avoided by consulting the international organisations má 

market experts. 

- ------ —-'•••"-- .-.*«•*-* Mimi^^^mtmiÊltÊÊiiÊÊÊÊmÊIÊa^^ llmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmli 
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XIII.    BUILDING FOR RESEARCH 

545. Most scientific research needs housing specially adapted or built for the 

purpose.    As a matter of fact,  the erection of socially designed buildings for 

scientific work,  commonly called laboratories, dates back less than fifty years, 

but during that period there has been a vast advance In design and techniques.    It 

would be impossible in a report such as this to deal at all effectively with building 

for research from the architectural and engineering standpoints, but there are 

certain aspects of research buildings which affect the organisation and management 

of research carried on in them, and it is proposed here to deal only with these. 

Site 

3^6. The first problem in building for research is to choose a suitable site.   This 

should not be near the centre of a city because many laboratories produce noxious or 

annoying fumes; yet it should not be too far from a city, or there may be difficulties 

in housing staff membere and particularly in recruiting junior members.    Also, if an 

industrial research institute is too far from a main centre of population, business 

people, visiting scientists and other Interested persons will then find it difficult 

to visit the institute, and the mutual exchange of information and Ideas will thereby 

be reduced. 

347. In the case of specialised laboratories, it may well be necessary for them to 

be sited near the source of the product with which they deal or, alternatively, near 

the point of consumption of the product.    Por instance, much research on wool is 

done in the wool farming areas of Australia and also in the great wool manufacturing 

centre of Yorkshire in England.    However, a multi-purpose laboratory should 

preferably be within reasonably easy reach of the main academic and cultural centre 

of the country, because this will enable members of the staff to meet other 

professional people and visitors and thereby maintain touch with new ideas and 

developments elsewhere. 

3kè. The site should be much larger than the Immediate requirements, because 

laboratories have a strong tendency to expand and there is often a need for open 

space In which special experiments or pilot runs can be carried out.    Hater and 

electricity should be available and also gas:    the latter can, if necessary, be 

supplied to tie laboratory in cylinders if there Is no town gas system.    The alte 

should be pleasant and, if it la not, should be made so by landscaping and 

gardening «here this la possible. 
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the first bulidiOU 

5U9. B» typ« and tit« of bullding to be erected first will necessarily depend to 

sow» extent on the nature of the work to be carried out, but »inly on the aaount 

of «oney available.    In any cese,  the building should be capable of expansion both 

in floor are* end in height. 
350. The first building to be erected will probebly contain cheaicel and 

engineering laboratories, workshops end offices for the director end administrative 

staff.    It should aleo, if possible, contain a lerge roo« capable of being used aa 

a lecture roo«, and canteen facilities, which should prefereably conaist of • 

cafeteria for the junior workshop staff end a ««all dlning-roo« for the senior 

professional staff when they wish to entertain visitors.    At other tlaea, it is a 

good plsn to encourage all lávela of staff to lunch together beeauee their talk will 

largely be "shop**, and coaeunal lunching is a powerful «cana of keeping «ea*«ra of 

the staff of a reaearch lnatltute aware of each other'a probles* ; aleo it la a 

powerful foru« for croas-fertlliaatlon.    In addition, there ahould be a eaall 

private dlning-roo« In which the director «ay entertain important /ieltore when he 

wlahea to dlacuaa confidential buelneee with the«.    At other ti«ea the director 

ahould uae the general facilitlea. 

Library and acrvle« location 

351. Another H«uetM la the library, and thla ehoiild preferably be eoawjwhere near 

the eating arrangeante, aa ahould aleo the general atorea.    Aa a reaearch lnatltute 

grows and soae of the laboratorlea and workehope are neceaaarlly eoe* dlatance fro« 

the centre, a algnlfleant anount of ti«e of ataff la taken up In naming to end fro« 

the canteen and to and fro« the library.   If theee two facliltiea are adjacent, 

ataff will often eoafclna the two and will get Into the habit of «eking vleita to 

the library Juat before or after lunch and will aleo, eepeelaU* If the *m**r la 

bad, visit the library after laoch to aee the lateat Jouraela, aad thla helpa to 

keep the« up to date In their subjects. 
35t. A new feature of «Odern laboratory eonatruetion la the light «ad airy librai«, 

look blnamga are uaually dark In colour, and rows of taca» eoahtaeé with d»ra- 

coloured ehelvee aad furai ture ©en give an laareaeioa of Éai* oa veros.   There la no 

reason at all nfcy H**taaaa aad elrlneee ahould not he combined with acleatlflc 

literary aearchea. 
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5*>%  Another »tur affecting penerei organisation It th« question of whether 

divisions should have their mm libraries.     It  is now generally agreed that In a 

larg« Institut«, although there »houli be a cantra! library where ail books and 

paper*  In th»  Institut« should b« catalogued»   It  is an advantage also to have 

divisional  libraries,   or els« much ila«  is wasted by staff In «ring to the central 

library to  look up references.    In fact,  certain types of books ara accommodatad in 

th« actual working laboratory - these being among the "tools of the trad«".    Stallar 

argument* apply to th« siting of oth«r coaaaon services such aa e toras and central 

workshops. 

Urge building» or —alif 

55*. At a later »tage in the growth of an institute It will be necessary to decida 

whether each division or section stall have separate buildings or whether large 

buildings will be erected which will bous« a number of divisions.    There Is much to 

be said for either arrangeaient.    Sonatines, work of one division Is 1 nini cal to the 

type of work carried lut in another divisioni    for Instance, work In an engineering 

teatlng laboratory,  causing vibrations or percuaelon, will affect delicate phyelcsl 

appara tua in a astrological laboratory.    Pumas fro» a chemical laboratory can cause 

annoyance, and so on.    On the other hand, having separate buildings for the different 

divisions tends to create divisional loyalties rather than Institute loyalties and 

it Is more difficult to effect the desirable intermingling of staff which the single 

building facilitates. 

*t1 •«* ^Itl 
555. May developing countries are in the tropics or seal-tropica and this poess 

special problema for laboratory buildings, because ant only amy they have to he 

heated at some seasons, aa in the mora temperate parta of the wor\d, hat provi a ion 

has to be nade for cooling the buildings in the hot season.    Por moa» types of work, 

«lr-conditioning becomes essential. 

556. Until recently,  few major studies had been carried oat on the était» khi 

erection of laboratory buildings, although such work had been done in regard te 

hospitals and schools, where the difficulties ara s lai lar in principle,    aowever, Im 

the last six yeara »«varai surveys have been aade, particularly la the Division of 

Architectural Stadias of the loffie id Pbuadmtlon la the united Rimado*; UM Stvtstoa 
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of Cbeaistry .Ml Che.ic.1 Twchi* lo«y of the actional Actd^r of Sciences - the 

tel ion. 1 R.mrch Council in the Uhlt»d States. Both have published excellent 

reports o« their »rt. 

Offlctt 

557. Another trofei»« to I» 4»eid»d «ben laborttortee ere Wim bullt It whether 

professional st«ff shall hive separate offlctt or whether tb«y shell be housed et 

denk» le the laboratories In which their attlttaatt ere working,   fhere 1. s strong 

xmtem currently for staff to want teperete roo«, end this thould generelly be 

dl.couiM.4; • asperate roo. raaova. the prof.eelonel »sb«r fro. direct tupervitlon 

of hit ttalttart« «ni eleo e«eoura«*s . tendency to beco» "chair-borne", which It 

very iiadertrabl«.    lower, In tot» typet of laberetorlet fu«et or nolte take e 

«per.it office •••ertiti.    Adaittediy, io the «se of very senior officers, e 

••parate roo« is datlrabie, beeeue« they will often i»ed to dltcutt butlnett «tttere 

with spoaaors, or carry «it varioue typet of prívete Interviewt. 

55ß. for the Junior «ae*crs of the tteff who any, fro. tit* to ti«, with to heve 

Valet conditio««, et for writing report«, it it e good plan to heve t .eric, of 

roo« attache to the library which t tt*ff «et*»r «ay reserve for t period of day., 

if necettnry.    for this period the roo« thould be hit, to thet he can leave hit 

books tnd paper« about without fear of their being dltturbed. 

rie»lblllty la building! 

559. fhe reeair«s»«t« of set«*« «re «i*radiet«blat «nd It It t eoa«» experience 

«on« those who haw« been concern«* vit« laraa-aeaU laboratory construction to 

fiad that they haw« to start «oatiyini one end of the laboratory buHAinta:    that 

ie to say, the »hell of the builAiag «ay bt of ferro-conerei« bat the irt«*«*i **Ua 

at« often of Ué*t »ad tovabU cooatructioo, o* a «odult, «ad it it t «attar of 

•a« aieeuatio» «a to «Alt At aodult should be.   Men? Ofa*«ttatloaa haw» found 

that t tod*!, of .bout un feet it adatante.   Ais ama» that on. eaa «ttbar taf« 

on* l»n« labormtory thirty feat fey *» feet¡ or one twenty fart by tan fart, flm 

o», un feet by ten feet; or tar«« laboratori«« «acfe U© fart by taa fart.   9m* 

laboratories hawe teen ballt oa « taallar aodule.    ifer Instance, a fatjout plattlet 

mmÊt^ Ubonttory ha. hat» baiW «a a fbur-ffert —ule ta «*h m that a^rrthfj 

within the «baU I« wmMm is «M* «f l«r fart.   S« «At mtU*ú*t »*Wm, 
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the windows and the cladding of the building are on a four-foot module, with the 

result that even windows and funse cupboards can be moved, if desired. 

360. In sona parte of the United States,  there was a fashion a few years ago for 

building laboratories without windows, on the grounds that this facilitated air- 

conditioning; but it is believed that this might have had an undesirable 

psychological effect upon the staff.   Windows are now provided, except in those 

room where they are undesirable, such as in dark rooms, or where it is necessary to 

keep equipment at a particular temperature and/or humidity.    In some roosae it has 

bean found useful to have renovable sections of floors and ceilings.    It is a common 

thing in a laboratory of fixed construction to find that it becomes necessary to 

build, for example, a fractional distillation column taller than a room,    facilities, 

therefore, for building tall apparatus should be available. 

Should services be centralised or nott 

561. Another satter that has received a lot of attention is whether laboratory 

services should be centralized.   Of course, services like mains water or electricity 

must be centralized, but services like vacuum,  standard frequency, distilled water or 

special gases create difficulties when centralized,    liiere is the difficulty, also, 

that a breakdown in one part of the institute will affect the whole of the institute. 

Haan services are arranged separately, this cannot happen and if there is a breakdown 

la one room, equipment can often be borrowed from a nearby room to meet immediate 

requirements,    thus, the use of a central vacuum service In one room may affect the 

us« of this in another room, and it is now generally considered better to provide 

such services individually to the rooms. 

5fe. It is very désirable in rooms requiring a lot of bench space, such as in 

chemical laboratories, to have the plumbing arrangements adaptable and the benches 

movable so that thty can be organised to meet the requirements of the moment. 

Provision for amenities 

563. fas lecture theatre should have provision for the showing of films.    Soma 

institutes also provide for simultaneous translation because International seminars 

are organised la them periodically, but this earn possibly be regarded as a luxury. 

ÜMMHE HMillHIHMiaallMittil 
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36U. In either the cafeteria or the lecture hall there ahould be facilities for 

holding social functions, and if space permits,  aporta facilities should be provided 

on the site.   Social events and sports help considerably in enabling staff to mix 

and in proving general morale.   This is very important in some developing countriea 

where the research institute «ay house the only group of professional people in the 

area, and the building up of a reasonably active social life, whose centre is the 

institute, can be a big factor in assisting staff recruitment. 
365. When money is short, it is often thought by the authorities that every available 

cent should be spent on scientific requirements •    This view is short-sighted.    A 

reasonable sum spent on staff amenities usually earns bigger dividends than an extra 

piece of equipment or a few more feet of laboratory apace,    lot only do such 

amenities assist in recruitment but they can be a significant factor in the building 

of staff morale, and they also serve the very valuable purpose of bringing various 

grades of staff together on an equal footing, with the consequent cross-fertilisation 

and exchange of information and viewa so necessary in scientific work. 

366. It is hoped that the commenta above demonstrate that the type and layout of 

buildings can have a marked effect upon the organisation of the institute. 

:f'*ït 
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XIV.    EWJIHEEHIHG DUBIO» 

Introduction 

367. R «ad D is sometimes aimed directly at the design and production of equipment 

and machinery, but «ort often the industrial realisation of the results of R sad D 

demands the design and construction of these engineering products. 
366, A large research institute, especially one concerned with the physical sciences, 

vili contain a design office, and this chapter describes, therefore, the general 

principles of engineering design. 

Penerai considerations 

369. Engineering design is rather like an assembly process.    The designer has to 

assemble in his mina and then on paper certain factors in. order to describe clearly 

a machine, article or process which meets a particular specified need. 

370. Mechanical engineering design was defined in I963 by a committee of the Orni ted 

Kingdom Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (known as the Pielden 
Committee): 

... the  use of scientific principles, technical information and imagination 
in the definition of a mechanical structure, machine or system to   perform 
pre-specified functions with a maximum economy and efficiency. 

this definition, although limited to mechanical engineering design, does provide a 

valuable guide to the needs of all designers. 

371. The process is described in chart 3, annex II.    Here design engineering is 

seen as a process fed by four inputs: 

(a) Fron research comes on ever-developing science.   Ine mechanical designer 
Is fed with new insight into problems of static and dynamic structure design, 
new means of improving system efficiencies, and so on, while the electronic 
designer is fed with new insight Into circuit behaviour and complete new media 
in which to operate.    She chemical engineer and the civil engineer are equally 
dependent on their research backing; 

(b) From research also comes a steady flow of new materials, components, and 
devices.    Again by way of examples, one should quote the mechanical designer's 
need for new structural materials such as reinforced plastics and cements and 
the electrical designer's need for new components that might have sprung from 
research into, for example, solid state physios; 

A- 

^mmmmÉÊ 
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(c)    Fro« tt« ueer «ho «»y be  the designer'e cus toner or client, or even 
another departaent vi thin the «MI« undertaking, should coat a clearly specified 
nted.    Ibi« il probably the aost neglected step in engineering design.    Too 
oft«« do designer» start straight into design hardware with nu precise 
•pacification of the dealred parto raance.    fiat apent clarifying per romance, 
cost and appearance • pec If Ica ti one before any deelgn work i e begun Is tlae 
veil »pent, 

(d)    Again froa the uaer, diractly or indirectly, ayet coae constraints in the 
shape of lialUUon* placed upon the designer's freedoa of choice of atana to 
achieve his objectives.    Thee« constraints can take the fora of standards or 
preferred consonants.    Por exaaple, the purchaser of a c heal cal plant asy 
specify directly thst all puaps era to be of s given type or aake.    Publications 
of standards or daU sheets by national bodies are, in effect, eons treinta on 
behalf of the public at larga. 

572. Proa the four inputs listed above the designer baa to conceive and specify the 

required product.   In the course of his work, he say have to prepare various aodels 

(physical or aatbeamtlcal) on «hieb to teat the effect of the specified working 

environnent on the whole or on parta of the product concerned.   This asy be followed 

by redesign and fresh prototype testing, and the whole cycle amy be repeated aany 

times before a satisfactory solution is reached. 

373. To illustrate this, we can develop chart 5 Into a «ore elaborate representation 

of the total process, as shown in chart a, annex II. 

37*t. With this pattern of the process In our Binds, we can now begin to clarify and 

litt those factors which can aost contribute to luprorlag the designer's 

effectiveness. 

Contact with reacerch 

375* It la iaportant that the designer •aiutata» oloee contact with the 

workers who provide hin with his basic ecienc« and design cooeepte.   If 

concepts coat fron other organisations or other countries, it amy not be practical 

to arrange cloee personal contact, but the designer auet   at least have every 

possible acceca to the publication» containing the anta he raqui ree.   A wise company 

will go further than aerely provide accanai   It will «iva the dealgner Instruction 

in a suitable fora to enture thst be la constantly «p te int«.   A positive incanti ve 

can be even nor« effective in encouraging this, at can be teen la an artici« ta the 

Conference Board Record of March l©on, entitled "A neaults-Orientad Dsvclopatnt Han", 

wherein is deacrlbed tfce practice of on* oonpany which given tit» rather tata nanty 

at a boat» for «nod work.   The capi rye s can save ay this Una ta a •beak" nanti at 

mm 
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has accumulated enough to be able to satisfy a need that he sees In him elf. He can 
then claim the "banked" time to go away froa hi a fini to study the particular aspect 
or science in which he needs «ore knowledge. 

it of new material» and componente 

Tf6. A designer who continues to specify traditional materials and components will 
«juidOy he overtaken by his more enterprising competitors.   The good designer must 
be encouraged to study the advancing naterial technologies relevant to his 
discipline.   To this end, visits to exhibitions, other industries and suppliers of 
material« are essential.   Opportunities to experiment with new materiale and get 
used to their peculiarities, properties aad workability should be provided. 

Oser constraints 

577. All designara should be aware of the great advantages that accrue to the user 
of equipment that conforms to as many standards as possible.   Even should a user 
mot actually specify standard components, a designer must continually strive to make 
the most of the«.    Som» of the advantages are: 

(a) use of manufacture (few would nowadays dream of specifying non-standard 
screw threads without vary good reason); 

(b) lase of access to epares; 

(c) Less aaad for special maintenance tools; 

(d) InterchangeabiUty of parts; 

(e) Reduction la manufacturing sad aparea stocka; 

(f ) Readily available design data far standard parta. 

far all these reasons, tat daalge office must b« well auppUed with standard data 
^^•*    ^^^^^^P   s^swaF•aaaaaj   asmw^^sva> w^apwsjap   vmmsam>    seams) wama    amm^majm>a) 

f"ê. One of the problema, admittedly, la «sat of ehooalng appropriate standarda for 
aaa 1« products that are to be espartad 9* veil as uaad on the home market.   BM 

varlatioaa la «arid standarda makea this a problem hut a little forethought aad 
ingenuity (far easaaple, conversion kits) «aa often ovarooae difficulties. 
5T9. under Mis ganerai heading of "user constraints" must be mentioned the vital 
matter of cost,   flhe ideal soluUoa te the dtslga prohlsa la that «Mah parfo» 

Hb 
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effectively at the lowest possible manufacturing and operating cost.    Cost 

consciousness should be as much a part of a designer's make-up as the ability to 

calculate stresses and speeds.    Furthermore, a designer must be brought to realize 

that It Is rare to achieve the optimum design the first time; continual redesign 

with hindsight and assistance from others should always be encouraged.    This is 

sometimes known as "value analysis", a technique wherein each part of every product 

is scrutinized carefully to ensure that its cost of manufacture is kept below its 

value, the latter being defined as the value the part contributes to the whole« 

The user specification 

380. It may be necessary to carry out many tests and experiments to establish the 

exact performance required of the device being designed.   Average values alone are 

useless.    Precise definition of the whole population of possible values is necessary. 

To Illustrate this, Imagine the design of a highly stressed component part of a 

motor car suspension.   Past experiments should provide data on the frequency of 

occurrence of various values of load to be withstood; such data can be shown in the 

form of the familiar distribution diagram as shown in figure 1, annex III. 

381. The need for information in this form will become clear when it is realized 

that material properties also have a given distribution of values that can be 

depicted in a similar way.   Superimposition of the two diagrams will indicate UM 

frequency of occurrence of failures in service as shown in figure 2, annex XII. 

382. The shaded area indicates frequency of failure.    Should this frequency appear 

unacceptably high, improvement can be gained by redesigning the component to make it 

stronger; also, by specifying higher quality material with less variance in its 

properties and thus a narrower distribution diagram.   This exemple should indicate 

the need for clear specification of the required product performance, including 

Halts of extreme performance required. 

JBSMIBKSBRHJSÌMSSJL 

363* Design is an iterative process.   Trial-end-error It ite most common eceatoaeat. 

At tee present time, a number of aids are appearing on the setae which should feel* 

to reduce the tedium and the time taken la the process. 

3o%. Computers can BOW be used to carry out seaa of the more lengthy "featem" 

calculations.   Sxaaples of this aia s 
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(a) Cut and fill calculations for the civil engineer; 

(b) Reliability calculations for the communications engineer; 

(c) Heat exchange calculation for the boiler designer; 

(d) Design calculation for the aero-space industries; 

(e) Pipe work design for the chemical engineer. 

385* Where aesthetics are involved and the designer oust sse a three-dimsnsional 

model or at least a perspective drawing of the object he is creating, computers 

linked to cathode ray displays are now being developed which eau show perspective 

pictures created from relatively scanty information,   doing a step further, it is 

possible to make the perspective image rötete, come nearer or recede; or move 

parts   as, for example, when a car is shown opening and closing its doors. 

386. However, such specialist aids will be slow of adoption anywhere except la Ime 

most advanced countries.    Before they become widely available, v» are   mure likely 

to see computers being used in the "good housekeeping" aepect* of design, described 
below. 

fie mechanics of Ost ^ Infi 

3@7* Once the designer has sketched out a mart or a «tei« of «be product be la 

working on, It is essential «bat he has the facilities to ami» It or maw« it made 

and then to test it or examine it for suitability.   If the mart Is simple, «mere Is 

much to be said for providing «he designer with facilities for making it with hit 

own hands, assuming   that he has the skill.   Many manufacturing problems will tors 

come to light, because «he designer will automatically simplify to save hlmsslf 

trouble.   On «he other hand, if «he designer's skill Is not op to the «ask, his 

hand-made prototype can lead to wrong conclusions ami test results,   lash ease mas« 
be examined on merit. 

380. Whatever «he method for making prototypes,the overriding need Is sassd, for «mo 
>i 

(a)   lash day saved In bringing a ma« pro east or prceass late —mfssmars will 
usually provide an extra day*s profit far to «cosas of «as cost of 

(b)   A designer who has to «un his attention to o«h«r projeete vfclle to vaimi 
for prototypes may- Urn his train of «hough« sad ssalbl« a mstlsaaals 
la effectiveness. 
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369. Tbl« arguaaat   apoaka alao In favour of toot faciliti«« end «quipawnt bolng 
sad« available.   Of cour»«, vory axponiiva tttt oqplpaaat ooonot b« provided on moll 
a lavlah teal« that nobody ha« to qucu« for it, and aueh eoo«« rvquirt ctnful 
examination to roaen the b««t eoaproattaa.    In this «xaol nation, hovrrar, aoao 
eatlamt« of th« coat of loat ti» for ta« raaaooa giran at (a) and (to) abov« 

•hould bt includo*. 

590. flM «xpr«««ion "good ho»»«a»apin«" la intanai to oovor taooo aapoota of UM 

doalgB proeoaa oooc«rnod vitto Koapi.Bg orderly tidy rooorda of tao product or 
aa It la anolvod.   9m «toU problaai of koopiag porta Hat« "oooalitlag of* 
•obadul««, dravlnga, apocifioatiooa and ottoar aneli raoorda in a aonoar that la 
oonaiatant and olaor ia a «tat aotojoet la itaalf.   AM attoooj «00« to HMatir 
ldontlfy porta and storiai« roojiira nuoto thmigfct »o aa to gain UM grootaat 
poaalbl« advontog« of «toaoardiaatloe and oato of «to. 

391. Ait uhoptar IMO mot lntanaad to étal at loagtfa vi* pntloao of doaigat 
lndood, all tao oorviooa avallatola to UM doalcaor aoeto aa law droviag offieo, vatt 

;, inapactlon, proaooa planning, coat oeoooatlaf aod parabating would all 
to to aflorad ia dotali la ordor to clarify tao interaction 

^éÊ   dHo^Bk    A^^mat ^MW^K^M jgaofeabBn^agOO   BBAA    <É 4   kjA^««    añ¿fc&^aaaYaoÍBMadl    Vania.   flaOBatoa^aaVÉl.    aöaMBalk  AÉ? 

of aoal pa proeoai fro« «Moto jaatjB 

/••< 
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xv.   m mammmwM or tmrnnn 

SSBIESi 

392.    Probleme Involving the application of reeeareh results eriee aalnly with 

regard to work done on the institute's own account or non-s»cret wort done on 

behalf of Qovenawnt for th» general bettenaent of industry or publie «alfar« 

The application of norm dona for sponsors will, of coura«, be th» responsibility 
of those who pay for it. 

Publication of reeuits 

395-    In developing countries,  raaaareh and develops*»* will be a Isied at the 

»eoncsalc develo pa» nt of the country, and th» reaulta of th» work ara. tharafor«, 

of value only Ina »auch aa they ara known, and usa* in induit ry. 

59».    »»eulte of scientific raaaareh should, aa far aa cireuajataacaa allow» ha 

published in the identifie Presa.   fMa not only «alata tas knovleòg» available 

to thoae who vleh to uae It hut la a valuable aeana of eetebllahln« tat imputation 

of Individual worker« and of the raaaareh ina ti tuta      It la the only way ay which 

scientists and technologist.» can aatablleh professional réputations, and  it should 

tharafor« be the policy of the raaaareh organisation to entouras» ita staff 

to pubi i eh the raaulta of their work whenever poeiible. 

Dlasaminatxon of resulta in writing 

395-    »any industrias, especially la developing countrtee, do not limn Ini have 

trained staff, ebl« to utilisa the results of the work of th» reee«rch institute, 

and the institut« auet, tharafor«, have s publication policy suitable to the 

potentiel users of its work.    Aia will call for eon» akill la the writ la« of 

reports sad brochure« that tas recipient« can understand. 

396.    Soas induetri.1 reeeerch institute a pub lieh pariodloal "newsletter«" la 

which tbay outline the vario«« 4nve«ti#«tiona they tow« in profreee.   ftota) are 

addreaaed to potential uaere of tas resulta of the work.   Boa* «seal aptcUlly 

wrltt«n letters to firae «a« entrepreneurs, «od sosa« produat printed leaflet«, 

preferably illustrated.   Hata, in addition to tats«) «ctivitiea, artlelea la trade 

Journal« are *ft«n quit« productive, «• are also abort, popularly «ritta« ite*» 
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in tha dally naaaeaptra.     If U i§ éwìr^é to brin« tht «ork t-    th* notiet of 

paopla m oth*r r untri»»,  abatraeta of  aci«»titifle   ppn in ir»  vari out 

tnt«national abatraet  journals tchl»v« ttiit fairly affidanti?,   though aftar 

•cw teliy In tub» 

597     Abstracta art « poaalbla ataaa for tht raaaarcb inatituta  to aatltt local 

lnOuatry     lot only abatraeta of th*  i«. tituU'n mm papart but abatraett of othar 

papara 1 Italy t« St of  lntaraat can ba copi#d ana ctrculattit. 

598     Ih* aya can trattami t altntr *<rti or pittura« ta th» aralo,    Paye*» lofi »ti 

tall IM that aoatt verte chana» i natalità—m* iy ani lmmluntarity tato pletora« but 

that It U um lamm for pictural to chana» Involuntarily luto »orda     to praaant 

«lai aya with a pictura aould, tht raf or»,  aaaa to ha a »or» #f fact ir» attboé of 

ri—ill i it ti m than to offar It vara»,    fitta la to If iaatdlata  ei—initiation la 

tha aol» objact, but tin arata afta» ava*» to ***% o» th» "aaajr mai, aaay §»" 

a coaplattly pictorial eoaaanioat lor. »ill bava a« lañadla*» tapaet if tha 

•tetara* ara «ill eoo*»«, bat to pro*Mo» any laatlng aff#ct thay atti probably 

«ritta* aéiittoM.    Ih* pictorial aatbod aaama to tarn ami mom taaawt «1th 

paopla.  and «htra tha auajaat can ha araaaaaa«  ta this fnatetoa, 

tt aay bt »apadally auttabl* for m» t« atrial» 

W9    mm mwmê ani «otloa pi 
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eonv»ni»fit tu aand a aawfear of ih» lnutitut»'. ataff. |ww, it la «IMy« 

praf»r»oi# for • mtwr of ih» ataff to b» praitnt at • fila •houli* «o that 

quaatlona rrt* the audiancv can b* dealt  uith. 

Oral coamwicati^i 

*01.    fttpariatica in advancad countrlaa (ana vary llttl» infomntion about 

dava loping countrlaa  la avallatola o« thla point) la that «oat tochrticol ia^iaMloa 

la c<mvm*mu by word   »f axmth,    fliia mm y aoaa aurprlalng In via* of tba vaat aaxnttit 

if technical liUratur».   but aavaral loqjuirtaa bava aataallabad toit,    faopl» a*«t 

in   fflcoa ana laborotorlaa and mjtalda; thay a*»t at oonwatioaa and ayaaoaia, 

and ax»at of thtir co«v» root ion ta a aort of *abop*. 

M».    fWi principi!, point» to tb» aaad for "aalaaawn" of tachai cal i ufo «tío«, 

and mny raaaarea orapalaotloea aaploy auch paopla «pac if loa I ly for this aurpoaa 

lawn of tbt r «ami I ration it *na, of couraa, by Hat working aciantlata 1« tb» 

nomai couraa of »wit a, but »p»cially choaan lialaon off loara bava baa« feaai to 

b» particularly .ffactiva,    on**, tb» üraetor of a itNtnl ora»al»«tio« will 

•aall" mm idaa to toe •anagaaint of a aawmfacturlnf c<*aany, and tb* llalaoe 

affilar «111 follo» up. «attiag iba  idaa or tocbjilajua ovar mm tba abo» floor* 

Ortnniaoti -na la avérai «otnitri»a can §@a#ir« Mia «alúa of tnla tya» of activity. 

*©?     fttblleity tbMld a tao bf obtain»* for tba 1 nati tuta by artlclaa or mmm I» 

tba loa** P»«M, abort  rr—tin— m tba looal raélo aai* if • aarvla» tb 

auatlobio, by pwjfaaaaja on tb» local taUvialo« 

*©*     mmm typa .if publicity a»y »all bñaaj tba raaulta of May iaatttuta» «or» 

to tba ajotiaa of tbuao uto oaa uaa tba* or aiy «all 

•MbfMPtaMRat te anana« tba inatltvba about bia 

m     V tü latti*»*» la auayortad by tba fjni—t tbaaa typ* if pa*Ualty 

«111 also bava lia ad»»« baa»f ieial »ff»»t «f Wttlnc tb* iMaayra bm tjaj% «bay 

•ra tarlai aoajrtbia« for tba ir mm9 B9m 

to tba  1 noti tut« 

•3b,    tb tbia »ajun Ao»} it la mtbar 

aajdaaawuw to aaanWta) aau> mm tuo ••***. .4*^ ——*--»— ^^^    "•   w »*^ui^iw ^w ^ %«w MM°i*auwi prosava»j 

taaji popular aaaaal, «ulto aarly    ft* fail It if apota* 11 «a» ba aaab ayaa» 

# 

»# 
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valuable in the aarly day* than taa solution of • auch «or« Important   pmblaa 

»ft#r tao or s»ra yw*rt' uork. 

ft»» ^9w?0 °f*art 
«iO?.     It if soaatlass metiMr; i« ordar to gat production off tha ground tint 

g'vrrrwnt should guaranta« ordars for certain Mount« of • product and it My 

Willi, of count, that the govarosast its« If any wish to sat up an industry 

using tat results. 

b06.     It is siso necessary to get reeaarch result« oner to gsvsrnssnt so thst 

theee any possibly b« ussd in epvtiwjpat productive »stablisbnent«, or tint 

#v>v* meant My efieourege their utilisation,  Hy specifying product« sad proteases 

utilising these results in its purchase« 

bOf.    'abare is no fool-proof my of getting technical info met ion to tin point «f 

utilisation, an« all a»thods bava to bt uned, asaba«is bting placad m thoat 

amali bsat salt local circunetenoes. 

*10.    fb» abova     annim spnly as nucb bo tbs Introducta* sad adaptation of 

foralg« teeJejolagy •• t« ibi introduction of new procese*« and «at» idean, tbs m^f 

•sc* at It« baiag tbat Mnvttaes tb» fora ign technology is anjbjeat to patent ssd 

other reetrictione,  In abich ante aagotlatioaa trtU «tai *© it oarriad «it for %ne 

•41.    n «ill is aaeaaaary for tbs 

ay^     Waas^Fga    «agp    •ne^nan^#iMnnj«nT    aennnn^P'Bf ^B^B? wejw^^n1   ^^w 

rp    ^PBnW*    Aw    Wiwa   tjpgunnnf    gBaaen^Bj    aa    aanspajwj 

PBVaMMMWMl MM 0BBW1 pmP IBB ftp 

»intt «ba intubata cal ü» *n» le 

ûm m saaJ^sjlpjajw wnjv. taV 

than tJaf fill lann ba 

iantitete ta bol« pnrladleai 

naad te bold perloaieal •*% bnaae" or "enea 

«BA ba invitad to 

a        sw^n   aaatPsnav    ^waaatpspa^    ^^^^W^PBW    ^^^^^^w   ^^^^^^p^^^^•^^^^^-«^ 

Otr  BBB BBB»*i BB 

BB    SBBBBBBBBBï|     njW    Wi    BW(P^*bp   e^e^BF»»"^"*"*» 

la nana bf fi igeati vtaitt 

a_iia«aH^llAa^lHÜ 
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fro« the «teff of the research institute to the induetrisl organisation; and is 

helped by visits fro« tht aeabera of the industrial fira to the research institute. 

1*13.    Trouble-shooting is very important, and «ay Involve considerable work on 

tht aenufacturer'a previses or further research work at tht institute    or possibly 

reference to Manufacturers in other countries to learn how particular difficulties 

were overeas*.    Frequently, these references to other countries can better be 

•ade by the research institute staff than by staff of the «anufscturer. 

hlk.    During this period, tht staff of an industrial research institute is likely 

to seguire considerable information of s proprietary nature, sud great cere aust 

he taken shout the disclosure of these snd other such particulers.    In order to 

«void unfortunate re pansus» Ions, UM of dsta sad iofoiaaticm should therefore be 

la accordance with policies established bet«««« the institute «a IM «sai ni sad 
client«. 

MV    fa« successful rn—arrisi application of tht results of an 1 nett tute's wort 

Is, of couree, of grett laportance to the Institute ss well as to the aamtfacturer, 

beceuee it is by this that the reputation of the latitate is created aad -*—*-« 

and the «orale of the staff is bai it up.   Taoae dedicated to careare In applied 

science rind their reel professional satisfaction In asataj the studio« they 
eoadweted sat tato practice 

Mi.    laevltably there ata easaa afta* tat raaalt« ni s atajas« laad as 

disappoint laj coaclasioas     let sagatiwe raaalt« 

faults     fat lattltate'e «or« «a« ptaesat s «lias* frea «astia« aatty hy 

aassrtasiaj aafi of his a«« « ewe* • prostat     «a aasa «aita ta» latilasH «§M 

•*!**• oarafaily to tat e lies* atf tat 

It is eat to Mai coat of raw attariaUi «a» aatu éaaa as? It «f vaia» at tai 

future tta», if «ad •**, tat «aat «f this tats rial «r^at     firs» ss taart ft 

djâfftsal'y la ohtaiaiaa adjelat aa s^aMâaaasât amah «âaa^afl^ ^^MIA •» 

ruliy a» that tat eliaat a^   st sea» fatata tut, he «ala to wat tat 

«M* shoaOd aw of fiai «1 
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klf.    It may well be that an advance in some apparently unrelated field and 

recorded in the literature may enable the staff of an institute to return to a 

previous project and bring it to a successful conclusion.    This happens quite 

frequently in scientific work and there have been numerous examples of "fall-out" 

from defence research carried out in the advanced countries that has enabled 

commercial operations to be initiated economically, though* previoua work had been 
unsuccessful. 

Development institutes 

klB. Several countries have now set up development institutes to study in detsil 

the factors governing the development of their country. These are technological, 

economic and sociological. 

kl$.    A recent innovation has been a co-ordinated study in some advanced countries 

of the factors effecting development, especially in developing countries.    In I966 

the Ministry of Oversees Development in the United Kingdom established an 

Institute of Development Studies in co-operation with the University of Sussex. 

list following is a quotation from a brochure concerning this Institute, published 
very recently: 

(e)   The Institute's main purpose is to conduct teaching and research on the 
problems of tba ioweloping ooumtrles ami m imtarnotlonal co-operation la 
relmtio* to the».    Ose of ita special characterlatice is that it aims to 
gmtber together la ooe orgmniutiom experts in «mom of the main fielet of 

it   The tceemimg will be principally directed 
of stmémmt or eoiaree pert lo i pest:   mature people, 
service la tit Umitcd rimganm ami other oc»m*rios. «mo 

« or la some emmoo mmrama iaAlvimMel m     • •      «*•»    w^p»»»^    ^P^BSSF^PW    mF^sjp ap^apw    «peawsam» »e*»mwmmmam* 

ta» samantstua of tat Xm*Ut«te*e staffi ami 
aajf im%mi Slmmiam) sui 

I« *iU be »mnim te Tramai for ting« ttmmamta' vers to be 
ojgfjm, «mg XM%i%^Bs#*g 

ita «mm 
^^ *   ^^^^•^W ^   ^Pjpvpr    •»•    wffMJ^nM^PPBW   By    BBB* 

rlrttlma ftalysgmm sjsji 

^^tatfUMMÌHIMHAlHlAialMttlHM 
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1*20. No doubt many of the subject! studied at the Institute referred to above and 

at other institutes in other countries vili cover »any of the matters already 

discussed in the present report and as a result of such studies, »odi fi cat ions to 

the procedures and practices advocated in this report say become desirable, is 

order to bring then even more into line with the requirements of the developing 

countries. 

f++* 

* 
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U£l. It la now mill aatabllshad that fltaaarch and Dav«*lopnant ara powerful factors 

In the davelopnnnt of a nation's aeonoay,    W»y ara, however, •Kpsnslva processas, 

«id It it M «wy to w*st« nonay cm H and D as on any othar activity.    It is only 

by following propar practicas that lnvastnant  In R wd n cm b#» and« to pay.    It 

1« therefore laportant, »spae tally in tha nmt countries whi -h have no nonay te 

vasta, that tha ir F and D affot-ta should ba canali tad «long productivo 11MM. 

%Ä2. fha toy to good raaanreh It good rasaarch staff, eouplad vit h good 

organi tattern, and an attaapt hat bam aad« in this papar to show fee* productiva 

raaaarch can ba organixad, provide that good «taff can ba obtained.    Ooori staff 

ana peer organi Kation vili produca soasthlng; good organi tat Ion and peor staff 

will produca littls; but good staff and good organisation will produca auch. 

*25. In tha advamad countrias tha scientific revolution of th» last >00 years, 

a Inca ite aivaat of tha sc laut lfle pagar, nag gainai continuous aoaentun, so that 

tha volune of scianti fie wort le thsss countrias is doubling its« if «vary ta« to 

twelve yaars.    naturally, this cannot go m Indefinitely, otherwise la countrias 

111» tha Uhi tad Stata« » tha UM* and ta* United liagaon» th* position would soon 

ba reached «war* everybody would bs a sriantist.   However,  in tha developing 

countrias with thair prêtent vary aaall raaarrolrs of ski Had scianti fie 

tha exponential growth could soon ba even graatar than in tha pr 

countrias •   It cartalaly will not tana tha «lava loping countriaa aora than a 

aamU fractioo of 500 yaara to ranch tha prisant stangar* of tha 

f ••• 

ir-Ifaa-..-. ^ - ~      ,~^       ^^.r-.  -fíte.-^ ^-.^S^S^SR^^SSSBS^S-, v ...a»    - ,^.^^¿£.. •*•... .¿as-, , „, las^ aesaa,^«    . -^^-^^ ^ x. ^BL-, ^^.^^a^, . „, .„ -^M^J^BAJ 
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Introduction 

1. Research and development (R and D) are nov regarded as tvo of the most 

potent factors in economic development.    In developed countries this is veil 

illustrated by the fact that the amount of money spent on those activities and 

the number of men engaged in them have doubled about every twelve years.   The 

growth pattern has increased to such an extent that in some of the most highly 

developed countries it nov appears that it will level off.    In the developing 

countries the same growth pattern may be expected but with a steeper rise. 

2. In some of the advanced countries 50 per cent of the funds earmarked for 

R and D come from the Government even though industry carries out the work. 

Very large sums spent on defence and space projects are unlikely to affect 

significantly most of the developing countries.    Sums spent in I962 on R and D 

in the majority of advanced countries ranged between 1.0 per cent and 3.1 per cant 

of the gross national product. 
J.      It is not, of course, feasible for developing countries to spend such 

amounts on these activities because of their lack of trained scientists, 

technologists and engineers.    But as educational systems develop, dependence 

on and therefore expenditure on R and D will increase. 

k.     A feature of R and D even in advanced countries is the part played by the 

Government and, a number of Governments are the biggest single source of R and D 

funds and the largest single employer of scientific and technical labour. 

Therefor« government policy has a decisive effect on encouraging investment in 

R and D through fiscal measures. 
5 The nature and complexity of the technological problems vary considerably 

from area to area.    Weather, natural resources, tradition and social structure 

are so*« of the conditions that could influence technological change.   Oherefor«, 

no generally applicable pattern can be set forth.    But general principles can be 

derived from experience which, a***priatelv modified, could be used to initiata 

practices that contribute to induatrial growth. 
6 to addition to good R and D and the identification and proper evaluation of 

the type of R and D to be uaed, the availability of developed segment, of tfa* 

infra-ttructure and of technically and ad»l sletratively trained peoni, ara 

essential for induatrial development. 
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Institutional research 

7. Research can be broadly divided jnto fundamental,  oriented basic, applied 

and developmental;  it consists generally of team work.    Those developing 

countries that are in a very early stage of industrialization will mied mainly 

development work, whereas others may also require applied research.    However, 

in the last forty years much basic research has been undertaken in order to set 

traditional industries,  such as leather, iron and steel, on a scientific 

foundation. 

8. In practice, studies and research by scientists of many disciplines are 

necessary since many advances in the Industrial field fall across traditional 

scientific disciplines.    The value of a research institute is, therefore, that 

it brings together people trained in various disciplines who can pool their 

knowledge and skills for the solution of problems. 

9. Developing countries seldom require completely new technologies and the;efore 

work should concentrate on: 

(a) Development of new processes and improvement of existing processes; 

(b) Development of new products, new usta for existing products and survey 
and development of existing raw materials; 

(c) Improvement of industrial productivity with a view to reduction of price; 

(d) Scrutiny of economic and social aspects of processes being developed. 

10. It is highly desirable in the development of products that there should be 

a home market as well as a potential export market,    The former is then able to 

buffer the fluctuations of export market prices.    The position of cocoa in the 

Ghanaian economy Is a food example. 

IX.   Among the activities of industrial research institute! in developing 

countries, should be the organi ration of standardization programmes, and advisory 

services on the specifications, sources and costs of industrial equipment.    They 

should mito provide technical-economic consulting services, Including market 

research ama reviene of nationally available infra-structures. 

It.   Funds should also be made available for txtra-murel research work, and the 

institute should carry out apoasored research and development work, provide 

extension amd technical services to ita clients, ana maintain an updated 
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Type» and function» of Industrial research Institutes 

13.    Some industrial research Institutes are of the "nuit i-purpose" type 

covering a wide variety of fields, and others are of specialized types, either 

in a particular scientific discipline such as physics and chemistry, or aimed 

at a particular product or process such as rubber or silicate.    Such institutes 

are called "unipurpose" or sometimes "commodity" institutes.    Institutes covering 

additionally to the scientific and technological fields such other fields as 

economics and sociology, management and marketing, could be designated as 

"comprehensive". 
Ik.    The choice of a type of research institute can only be decided upon after 

a study has been made of all the circumstances.    It may well start as a 

multi-purpose institute with a certain activity splitting off as a specialized 

institute whenever It reaches a certain size or complexity, for instance,  the 

Batlonal Physical Laboratory in England.    When a country or group of countries 

are dependent on a particular crop or   mineral resource, it may well be desirable 

for institutes to be founded to deal with these products. 

15. Comprehensive research institutes have grown up in the united States and 

are spreading to other countries.   They have the ability to reduce their technical 

findings to practical matters of cost, finance and market requirement and can 

thus assist industry in problems involving both technical and economic 

considerations. 
16. The main functions of an industrial research institute are to initiate and 

carry out research for the promotion of industry.   One point, often overlooked 

in developing countries, is the proper preparation of products for export. 

The control of res—ren organisations 

17. Whether publicly or privately controlled, an industrial research institut« 

should enjoy a large degree of autonomy,    »owever, until the industrial economy 

develops so that local busineaa and industrial organisations are pwpartd to 

finara some or most of the wort of an institute, the first step muat be 

sponsored by the Government, thereby proiriélng a large portion of the eapMml 

nmiliumsuls and running eoste, at ismat In earlier yaws of establishment. 
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18. Much governs*nt research is performed by laboratories of large commercial 

companies, or in sponsored-research establishments with subsidiaries in other 

developed countries or sometimes in developing countries.    Generally, laboratories 

set up by chambers of trade test to specifications and are confined to analytical 

work.    Another type is the industrial research association,  state-aided or not, 

in which member firms subscribe money to maintain research laboratories to study 

their industry's problems, provide advisory services and operate as a technical 

information centre. 
19. As the R and D element of any one project may veil occupy several years 

even in a moderately important project, it can be carried out efficiently only 

against a background of financial and policy stability.   For government-subsidized 

R and D, the best means to achieve this is to set up a Research and Development 

Board on which the Government and various aspects of the national life are 

represented.   From this board, a much smaller executive committee vould be 

elected, meet frequently and be the sain source of support for the director and 

the staff.    Membership of three years' duration, on a rotation baala, is usual 

for such a committee. 

Organization of industrial research institute« 

20. In a small new institute the director will guide and direct much of the 

work until an organizational pattern emerges.    When the institute becomes of 

such a size that the director cannot control the whole organisation» an 

organizational scheme is established, dividing technical fro» non-technical work. 

While divisions are established, the team approach to the solution of problems 

is encouraged.   The divisions might be set up along the linee of scientific 

disciplines or in accordance with t     purpose being served. 

21. amali tosas of research workers have assumed more and mora importance in 

bringing about technical change.   Groups are a powerful sean« of introducing the 

inter-disciplinary approach to research, an approach that is required to cope 

with a complexity of problems and achieve fast results.   Although the inter- 

disciplinary approach is to be encouraged, it has beta found convient, in 

practice, to organize divisions in such a way that staff members feel they have 

a particular niche in the organization.    However, it is agreed that divisional 
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organization diminishes "crow fertilization".    Interaction between various 

members of & teaa requires that Members be permanently charged   lest further 

reaction becomes slow. 
22. Itonagement of research is different from management of moat other human 

activities and must be regarded as a facilitating rather than a control procesa. 

In spite of great development in the last twenty years, it still has far to go. 

Good management stimulates creativity, an important contribution to research 

productivity.    Some ten years ago a certain divergence of opinion existed as 

to the most desirable characteristic of a scientist:    a good member of a team 

(United States) versus a creative individual (United Kingdom).   As it stands 

today, advocates of each of those characteristics have compromised and both 

characteristics are recognized as important. 

The director and the staff administration 

23. The most important appointment in a resemreh organisation is that of the 

director.   On his knowledge, foresight, experience, energy and character, the 

success of the organisation will largely depend, particularly in the early 

growth years of the institute.    He must have clear definitiOLS of his authorities 

and responsibilities and preferably no direct affiliations or private relations 

of any hind with sny   type of industrial,   commercial,   financial or political 

organisation.     Ho effort or time should be spared to find the suitable 
person.    His most important functions will be to act as arbiter »ben differences 

of opinion arise; as chief assessor of priorities in regard to projects, staff 

money and facilities; and as decision-maker and translator of the board's 

decisions into actions. 
2*.   Among the most desirable qvsUities of a director is to be a good staff 

selector and a good administrator.   Eta scientific stature hat, no doubt, an 

effect upon the mormle of the professional stnff, hut In a large institute nia 

I administrative ability will have aa even greater effict upon the success of ti» 

] institute and consequently upon staff morale.   A direct« saftOA be well assisted 

by a competent administrative staff, and as directors nave to spend amen Om* 

on work outaide their own walla, they should be prepared to delegete internal 

administration to assistants whenever necessary. 
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25. The professional category of staff such as science graduates, engineers, 

technologists,  economists and the like are the most important;  they are the 

people with the knowledge and ideas, and to them falls the duty of supervising 

the work of technicians, assistants, secretaries, and supporting staff.   They 

are in direct contact with the clients and potential users of the results of 

their work.    It is preferable In the early years to recruit staff with subsidiary 

knowledge and skills in addition to their main skills, who have a bias toward 

applied rather than basic research. 

26. Other categories include the administrative staff, the technicians or 

supporting staff and the workshop staff.   In sot» research institutes a "we and 

they" attitude develops between the professional and administrative staff, the 

former preferring to operate without any administrative control and considering 

such control superfluous.    If the administrative staff regard their function 

as being to assist the professionals to do their Job, the result can be a 

harmonious relationship in which each person contributes to th« productivity 

of the organisation. 
27. In a large research institute, all matters pertaining to personnel should 

be handled by a personnel manager who keeps the personnel records separate from 

the general administrative records.    Salaries and wages paid to all staff must 

be based on an adequate system of payment and awards.   Overtime should be paid 

to Junior staff subject to prior authoritation.   Ad hoc payments to cover patent» 

or outstanding performance should also be possible.   Arrangements for staff 

pension or superannuation is als» a recommended practice. 

26.   Thert should be provision« for granting Justifiable leave« of absence. 

Sabbatical leave is a powerful means to stimulate somewhat Jaded workers and 

older »cientists and it has proved very beneficial.   Arrangements should be made 

to ensure that employees will return to their ho«« base for a certain minimum 

period of time.   This arrangement should be one of other encouragements for 

technical staff to prevent "technical obsolescence". 

Recruitment, appointment and evaluation of professional «teff 

29.   Staff mie obtained by Invitation, recommendation or advertisement depending 

on the Uvei.   After an application has been filled out a candidate 1« interviewed; 

.,   ._ „_^ _-._•._      -^.»^5,-..-^- ...  __. .   .   _„  .. _._^.„. >   ^ .^^,^.i^^^^it^-^^8äi.^eM^aai. 
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interviews must be regarded a* a means to assess a candidate's personality, 

general intelligence, alertness and adaptability rather than his technical 

knowledge. 

50.    Interviews may be organized in such a way that a candidate meets a specially 

selected panel of three to five members or meets the panel members individually. 

Special score sheets have been devised to minimize the subjectivity of the 

evaluation. 

31. A contract is signed by a new staff member and the personnel manager 

representing the institute.   The contract should be as explicit as possible, and 

should specify in detail all aspects of the engagement.    The general conditions 

of service together with staff rules are generally incorporated in a booklet 

supplied to each recruit Joining the staff.    A period of probation is always 

required of new staff members. 

32. Professional staff, as well as other categories of staff,  should be 

periodically evaluated.    Whatever evaluation system is adopted,  it should aim 

to record the general scope of the employee1 s work, the manner in which he 

tackles it, the success he achieves, and finally his potentiality.    Characteristics 

on which information is required are:    scientific and technological ability, 

Judgement, initiative, speed, accuracy and method, power of expression, personal 

relations and leadership. 

33. An aspect of promotion which is often overlooked is the suitability of a 

candidate for a more senior Job.   A promotion often entails managerial 

responsibilities.    As some scientists and technologists, prominent in their 

field, do not possess the required aptitudes, it is better for adisini strati ve 

purposes to attach such scientists as consultants to a group that is led by a 

•ore Junior person.   Dismissal, though rare and unpleasant, should also be done 

swiftly when it is required. 

*• • * 
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Source of problems and factors affecting their economic solution 

3U.    The fact that industrial research is intended for application by industry 

makes it important that the work be carried out with reference to the economic 

conditions of the industries concerned.    Among the many factors to be taken into 

consideration, the significance of the objective in relation to sales, the 

reduction of manufacturing costs and the timing of future developments within the 

industry are of overriding importance.    In this connexion "the lead time" and the 

desirability of having it as short as possible should be considered. 

35. Choosing the right problem may fall to the institute itself; or the problem 

may be posed by a local industrial organization.    The institute should be prepared 

to work on the latter for a fee.    The abilities required to select subjects that 

in the last analysis are beneficial are not reducible to an exact science, and 

"hunch" plays an important part in the choice.    However, broad technical knowledge, 

commercial sense, the imagination to foresee needs and applications and the ability 

to take calculated risks and secure team work are the main factors involved in the 

successful management of R and D. 

36. Sponsored work, which could be on a one-time contract or retainer basis, may- 

be in the field of product research, economic and sociological studies, follow-up 

work in industrial plants,  feasibility studies, information services, testing and 

standardizing, equipment advice atid techno-economic surveys.    Such work is generally 

covered by a contract clearly spelling out responsibilities and fees. 

37. Careful choice must be made of industries for development.    In new research 

groups quick results will be more desirable than in the case of groups with positive 

results already to their credit.    Creating a moderate profit on a product that 

sells in large quantities can confer a rich reward for the r—mmank efforts« 

ttnancinfl research organisations 

38. The prime responsibility of financing R and D in developing countries falls 

to Governments.   Uhi ted latióos agencies or developed countries may contribute 

financial assistance.    In order to overcome the difficulties involved in financing 

from public funds and by-pass delays and political changes, some countries operate 

on the "rolling estimate" principle which means that the budget is drawn up 

annually against a forecast for a further three or tour years,    also it should he 

allowed that any surplus of allocated funds can he carried over rather than 

automatically absorbed by the national exchequer. 

má¡EÍi 
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39.    Funds allocated to a research organization may well be earmarked for equipment, 

staff, consumable materials and similar other sub-headings, but such designations 

should be kept flexible and as few as possible.    Budget items should be veil- 

balanced, and extreme spending of capital investment for buildings and equipment 

while neglecting staff, is as bad a» neglecting to up-date equipment while devoting 

the bulk of financial resources to f.taff improvement. 

ho.    Many institutes, though government sponsored, are allowed to undertake contract 

research for a fee.    Any accrue? amounts from contract research should go to 

improvement of the institute, including staff members' salaries, rather than to the 

central treasury.    Some countries finance research through special taxes, for example 

1/1* of 1 per cent of industrial loans or import taxes on certain commodities.    It 

is not sufficient in development plans to only stress the need for research i 

provisions for it should be specifically made with all that is entailed in terms of 

funds, facilities and personnel. 

kl.    It is difficult to predict the amount of various budget items.    Hove ver, 

6o to 85 per cent of the running costs (omitting the original capital costs of 

buildings, equipment and amortisation) is spent on salaries and wages, so obviously 

these are of paramount importance.    Some experts consider that the threshold at 

which an institute becomes productive is when it requires ten professional 

scientists plus their supporting staff.   The effect of reasonable size on the degree 

of success is shown in the International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines 

and the Rubber Research Institute of Malaysia. 

Inventions, their protection and licencing 

1*2. Inventions, whatever their source, are generally covered by patents, if they 

seem destined for any practical application. Individuals or companies may make 

their own arrangements to acquire rights to use such patents. Much mort know-bow 

sud technology transfer is generally involved in such arrangements than exists is 

the patent. The research institute should be aware of patents of interest to the 

industrial effort of the country and it should sirve, in the absence of a 

specialised organisation, as a clearing bouse for UM use of such patents. 

/• • • 
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1*3.    The exploitation of an invention needs commercial expertise and a thorough 

knowledge of international patent law.    A certain number of countries such as the 

United Kingdom, Canada and India have set up national research development 

corporations which act as clearing houses and as sponsors for inventions.    They 

obtain patent protection for ideas that appear valuable and license them to 

industry on a royalty basis. 

kk.    The management of all industrial research institutes should be alive to the 

possibilities of patenting findings and exploiting such patents commercially.    It is 

worth while for one member of the administrative staff to become skilled in patent 

matters and to keep in touch with developments in the institute, with a view to 

obtaining patent coverage on any discovery. 

External technical assistance 

U5.    Often, particularly in the formative years, developing countries cannot supply 

the technical and managerial skills necessary for their own development, and 

assistance from outside has to be relied upon.    Such assistance is usually supplied 

by the United Mations or any of its agencies, either by providing experts working 

under international auspices, equipment and fellowships or by organising 

interregional meetings and seminars.   More will be done in this connexion now that 

the Centre for Industrial Development has expanded into the United latióos 

Industrial Development Organization. 

U6.    Much technical help is also supplied under bilateral aid pru gramma s provided 

by some advanced nations.     A good practice is the "pairing" or "twinning" of sa 

established industrial research institute in an advanced country with on« is a 

developing country, the former sharing with the latter its valuable knowledge, 

experience and literature. 

*?.    Training should be geared to the requirements of the home country of the 

trainee.   This requires a particular schedule not r.o—on in the normal curriculum of 

colleges and universities.   Ordinarily, such training occurs in industrial 

establishments of advanced countries which have reached certain agreements with 

industrialists from developing countries for an exchange of know-how and technical 

assistance on a commercial basis. 

/... 
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Building for research 

U8.    Scientific and technological research requires housing built especially for 

this purpose.    The site should not be near the centre of a city because of possible 

obnoxious fumes emitted by laboratories, and yet not so far from the city proper that 

clients and visitors would find it difficult to reach.    The site should be very 

much larger than immediately   required because of the tendency of research institutes 

to expand.    All utilities and access roads should also be available. 

1*9.    The type and size of building to be erected first will depend on the sort of 

work to be carried out.    However, it will nearly always contain chemical and 

engineering laboratories, workshops, offices for the director and his supporting 

staff, a lecture roca and library facilities.    It is also good practice to include 

cafeteria-style eating facilities.    Early provision    should be made for separating 

buildings housing heavy equipment that cause vibrations from other buildings 

designed to house high precision measurement instruments. 

50. Decisions regarding the instalment of central heating and cooling systems 

and the allocation of separate office space to individual professional staff 

•embers should be made in the early construction stages.    Cooling and heating should 

be provided as a rule, and Junior professionals encouraged not to be in separate 

offices so that they do not become "chair borne".    The library should provide a 

quiet place for writing reports. 

51. Buildings should be designed with as much flexibility as possible, removable 

partitions have been found very practical for this purpose.    Also plumbing and 

wiring arrangements should be such that they allow reorganisation of bench space 

to meet further requirements and modifications as they arise. 

Imineering design 

52. A large research institute, especially one concerned with the physical 

sciences will be active in the design and production of prototypes of equipment 

end machinery.    In this process, new science and new materials issued from research 

are combined with the requirements of the user and with constraints in the shape 

of limitations placed upon the designer's freedom of choice of menus.   From the 

inputs mentioned above the designer conceives the required product. 

/... 
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53. It is most important that the designer keeps close contact with the research 

workers who provide him with his basic science and design concepts. He should 

also be encouraged to study the advancing material technologies of relevance to 

his discipline lest his art becomes obsolete. 

5k,    User constraints are important and generally consist of ease of manufacture, 

ease of access to spares, less need for special maintenance tools, 

interchangeability of parts, reduction in manufacturing of spare stocks and readily 

available design data for standard parts. 

55. The design process is an iterative process; trial-and-error is its most 

common component. Computers nowadays are used in developed countries to carry out 

the more lengthy "batch" calculations and to produce three dimensional and 

perspective drawings of the object to be designed. Good housekeeping and tidiness 

are also essential for successful designing companies. 

The dissemination of results 

56. The problem of the application of research results arises mainly in regard 

to work done on the instituted own account or on behalf of official agencies 

for the general betterment of the industry. Results should, as far as possible, 

be published in the scientific press and abstracts produced and circulated as a 

possible means of assistance to local industry. 

57. A research institute should have a publication policy suitable to the 

potential users of its work, put out a periodical news letter print illustrated 

leaflets and contribute articles to trade Journals. Dissemination of pictorial 

communications with good text will have an impact combined with lasting effect. 

Movie films, illustrated with stills from the film, which the viewers could take 

•way with them has also been found to be an effective medium of dissemination. 

Katurally sound tracks in the language best understood in the country would 

enhance the value of films. 

58. It is a fact that much technical information is carried by word of mouth and 

many communications are made orally in meetings in offices, laboratories, 

conventions and symposia. Much publicity is derived from such communications. But 

articles or notes in the local press, short commentaries on the local radio sad 

programmes on the local television are also an effective means of publicity. 
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59. negative restati on a project are not necessarily useless for they can prevent 

a client from vesting money and investing in unsuccessful projects. The institute 

will then carefully explain to the client why the results are disappointing. It may 

well be that an advance in an apparently unrelated field may enable the staff of 

an institute to come back to a project and bring it to a successful conclusion. 

60. Several countries have now set up development institutes to study in detail 

technological, economic and sociological factors governing their development. 

A recent innovation has been a co-ordinated study of factors affecting development, 

especially in developing countries. 
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